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The Weather Research and Forecasting model and its variational Data Assimilation system 
WRFDA has been applied to the Arctic marginal ice zone along the Chukchi-Beaufort Seas for 
High-resolution Atmospheric Reanalysis (CBHAR) study. To ensure the best reanalysis quality, 
WRFDA is optimized for the study area through a set of assimilation sensitivity experiments. 
The sensitivity of WRFDA to model background errors (BE), and the assimilation of various 
observational datasets, including both in situ observations and satellite retrievals is examined. 
It’s found that a customized BE is necessary in order to achieve positive impacts with WRFDA. 
A careful selection of data to be assimilated is also essential.  To improve our understanding of 
temporal and spatial structures of the area’s surface wind, an important parameter linking 
dynamical processes among different components of the environmental system, the newly 
developed CBHAR reanalysis is used to analyze the area’s mesoscale wind climatology for the 
data period of 1979 to 2009. In the study area, sea breezes, up/downslope winds, and mountain 
barrier effects are clearly captured by CHBAR. Upslope winds occur from March to September. 
Sea breeze begins in May, reaches its maximum in July. Mountain barrier effects are profound 
along the Chukotka Mountains and in the Chukchi Sea during cold seasons. The impacts of 
synoptic weather patterns including Arctic storm and Beaufort High on the area’s mesoscale 
circulations are analyzed. Strong storm activity reduces the strength of sea breeze and eastward 





CHAPTER 1   
Introduction and Literature Review 
The Chukchi-Beaufort Sea region along the northern Alaskan coast (Figure 1.1) is 
currently undergoing significant environmental changes, including the fastest rate of decline and 
maximum observed interannual variance of sea ice anywhere in the Arctic (Stroeve et al. 2007; 
Comiso et al. 2008), as well as increased surface winds over recent decades as the sea ice retreats 
(Stegall and Zhang 2012). In addition to natural environmental changes, offshore energy 
development is ongoing along the Chukchi and Beaufort coast. Prudhoe Bay, located on 
Alaska’s Beaufort Sea coast, is one of the largest oil fields in the world. New development 
opportunities also exist along the Beaufort Sea coast and in the Chukchi Sea, as evidenced by the 
2008 Oil and Gas lease sale that generated more than $2.6 billion in revenue to the U.S. However, 
with oil extraction comes the threat of oil spills, which can have serious environmental 
consequences, leading to increased attention from the government, scientific community, and 
general public (e.g., Picou et al. 2009; Webler and Lord 2010). In particular, the coastal areas of 
the Chukchi and Beaufort Seas represent a vulnerable and fragile region, with an ecosystem and 
environment that are sensitive to human impacts (Ford and Pearce 2010; Doney et al. 2012). It is 
therefore of critical importance to be able to accurately predict the dispersal and movement of oil 
spills, and to assess the potential environmental impacts should a spill occur. Doing so requires a 
good understanding of surface wind, a crucial parameter for assessing and predicting oil spill 
transport (Reed et al. 1999). 
Surface wind is a crucial parameter for assessing and predicting oil spill transport (Reed 
et al. 1999), driving ocean circulation modeling, and predicting sea ice drifting; it’s primarily 
determined by the interaction of prevailing synoptic weather patterns and prominent underlying 
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geographic features (Schwerdtfeger 1974; Kozo 1979, 1980; Bromwich 1989). With the 
significant environmental changes happened in the Chukchi-Beaufort Seas region along the 
northern Alaska coast, surface winds also increased in recent decades (Stegall and Zhang 2012).  
 
Figure 1.1. Modeling domain and distribution of in situ observation stations. Dots represent 
stations; diamonds are radiosonde stations. Shading over the ocean represents average sea ice 
concentration, with the value 0.8 highlighted by the dashed line. Shading over land represents 
terrain height in meters. 
Accurate numerical modeling of the area’s meteorology and associated surface winds 
poses a great challenge, due to the complexity of its predominant weather and climate systems. 
Significant modeling and data analysis efforts have been made with the use of the state-of-art 
Weather Research and Forecast (WRF) model (Skamarock et al. 2008), in order to improve the 
performance of modeling the Arctic atmosphere. The WRF performance was evaluated over a 
large pan-Arctic model domain (Cassano et al. 2011; Porter et al. 2011). The model’s Arctic 
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land-surface processes and representations of sea ice have also been improved by the 
development of Polar WRF (Hines and Bromwich 2008; Bromwich et al. 2009; Hines et al. 
2011). However, most of the previous studies focused on the Arctic as a whole, rather than the 
more regional interest of the current study. In order to better understand how the prevailing 
weather system interacts with local finer-scale processes, and how these in turn impact the 
surface wind field over the Chukchi–Beaufort Seas region, the WRF model and its data 
assimilation system WRFDA (Huang et al. 2009; Barker et al. 2012) have thus been utilized for 
the study area to generate a long-term, high-resolution regional reanalysis. The result of this 
effort is the 31-year Chukchi–Beaufort High-Resolution Atmospheric Reanalysis (CBHAR). 
CBHAR covers the area that encompasses the Chukchi and Beaufort Seas, the entire 
Arctic Slope of Alaska and adjacent Brooks Range, along with portions of the Canadian Yukon 
and the eastern tip of Siberia (Figure 1.1), and provides high resolution reanalysis with horizontal 
grid spacing of 10 km at hourly frequency. Following previous study (Zhang et al. 2013) of 
developing a physically optimized modeling system, the WRFDA has to be optimized first to 
ensure reanalysis quality. In order to implement this, sensitivity experiment is a useful tool to 
thoroughly evaluate its performance. WRFDA is a flexible, state-of-the-art atmospheric data 
assimilation system and generates improved reanalysis by combining observation and 
background forecast through the iterative minimization of the cost function. Therefore the 
performance of WRFDA can be affected by factors including model’s background error, the 
sources of observational data, and the estimated errors of observations. As thus we design a 
series of sensitivity experiments to thoroughly evaluate the impacts of model background errors 
and various observations and satellite retrievals to be assimilated.  
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With the generation of CBHAR reanalysis, the detailed mesoscale features of surface 
winds in the study area can be thoroughly investigated.  Surface winds are determined by both 
prevailing synoptic weather pattern and prominent underlying geography (Schwerdtfeger 1974; 
Kozo 1979, 1980; Clark and Peltier 1984; Smith 1985; Bell and Bosart 1988; Bromwich 1989; 
Olsson and Harrington 2000; Parish and Cassano 2003; Lin 2007; Liu et al. 2008; Moore and 
Pickart 2012). In the study area, the dominant synoptic-scale weather patterns are the Beaufort 
High and Aleutian Low (Shulski and Wendler 2007; Overland 2009; Moore 2012), the intensity 
and location of which provide background flow that interacts with local geography (Lynch et al. 
2004; Stegall and Zhang 2012). Prevailing synoptic circulations further interact with local 
geographic features, generating mesoscale circulations (e.g., Dickey 1961; Lynch et al. 2001; 
Moore and Pickart 2012). 
The geography in the area is characterized by seasonally ice-covered ocean, along with 
the Brooks Range in northern Alaska and the Chukotka Mountains in eastern Siberia. The local 
geography affects surface winds through both thermodynamic and dynamic processes (Kozo 
1979, 1980; Liu and Olsson 2008; Parish and Bromwich 1987). Sea breezes and mountain/valley 
breezes are caused by thermodynamic effects; and the mountain-plains solenoidal (MPS) 
circulation is mainly due to the interactions between orographic and thermal forcing (Orville 
1964, 1968; Raymond 1972; Smith and Lin 1982; Tripoli and Cotton 1989; Banta 1990; Wolyn 
and McKee 1994; Lin 2007), which is usually accompanied with valley breezes. Land and ocean 
response to incoming solar irradiance differently, generating horizontal temperature contrast, 
which drives air flowing from cool area to warm area at surface and reverse at upper level 
(Lyons and Olsson 1972; Kozo 1979). Land/sea breezes thus characterize surface winds in 
coastal area during warm seasons. Similar mechanism also exists in the mountain area where 
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mountain slope is more easily heated than the adjacent air, which causes upslope winds during 
daytime. Sea breezes have been extensively studied for several decades in the tropics and 
midlatitudes for they are more frequent and intense; however, in higher latitudes, the studies are 
relatively rare due to high- and low-pressure systems making the phenomenon less noticeable 
(Lin 2007). Our preliminary study shows that sea breeze may still play important roles in 
determining the diurnal variation of surface winds in coastal region. Depending on the relative 
importance of buoyancy and horizontal advection, the orographic forcing plays quite different 
roles on surface winds, which may introduce accelerated downslope winds over the lee slope and 
cold-air damming (Bell and Bosart 1988; Lin 2007). During cold seasons, the air near 
topography surface is cooled faster than adjacent air through outgoing longwave radiation, 
resulting denser surface air over terrain and downslope motion of air (also referred as gravity 
drainage or density current) (Thorpe et al. 1980; Parish 1987, 1991, 2003; Bromwish 1989; Lin 
2007). The effective dynamic process in the study area is mountain barrier effect. When an air 
mass with low Froude Number (U/NH) flows toward a mountain barrier, since the air mass has 
insufficient kinetic energy to surpass the mountain, it will be blocked when approaching. The 
accumulated air mass alters the distribution of pressure so that the flow is deflected to the left 
and finally turns to be parallel to the mountain range (Schwerdtfeger 1974; Kozo 1980).  
The high resolution reanalysis CBHAR makes it possible to resolve the above mentioned 
mesoscale processes related to local geography, enabling systematic study of mesoscale 
climatology of surface winds in the area of northern Alaska coast. The features of surface winds 
caused by aforementioned processes are carefully studied. Instead of the in situ surface station 
observations and radiosonde profiles used in previous study (Kozo 1979), the high-resolution 3-
dimensional CBHAR reanalysis used in this study can quantitatively represent the spatial 
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structures of the mesoscale processes, including the climatology of sea breezes, up/down-slope 
winds and mountain barrier effect: the spatial distribution, the vertical and horizontal extents, 
and the variability, as well as their development with time. 
This study is organized as follows. The numerical model used in this study is introduced 
in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 details the efforts of optimizing WRFDA through a series of sensitivity 
experiments, as well as the thoroughly validation of the CBHAR. The mesoscale climatology 
and variability of topography introduced processes are analyzed in Chapter 4. The conclusions 




CHAPTER 2  
Physically Optimized Weather Research and Forecast Model (WRF) 
2.1 Introduction 
Through the process of generating reanalysis data, the numerical model output can be 
combined with the observational data, improving the simulation in the model domain. Great 
efforts have been made to generate reanalysis dataset to represent the status of atmosphere either 
globally or regionally, including the Europe Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts 
(ECMWF) 40-Year Re-analysis (ERA-40) (Uppala et al. 2005) and Interim Reanalysis (ERA-I) 
(Dee et al. 2011), the Japanese 25-Year Reanalysis (JRA-25) (Onogi et al. 2007), the National 
Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP)/National Center for Atmospheric Research 
(NCAR) Reanalysis (Kalnay et al. 1996) and North America Regional Reanalysis (NARR) 
(Mesinger et al. 2006). The ERA-40, ERA-I, JRA-25, and NCEP reanalysis are comprised of 
global data at relatively coarse resolution, making them difficult to apply in mesoscale studies. 
NARR is a regional reanalysis with 32-km grid spacing. However, the domain for the current 
study lies in the far northwest corner of the NARR domain, causing concerns regarding potential 
boundary effect in the data. It is thus of great necessity to generate a regional reanalysis with 
high resolution specifically for the study domain, which is capable of capturing the finer-scale 
processes of the surface wind field than was possible in previously existing products. Therefore, 
in order to better understand the finely detailed surface winds in the Chukchi-Beaufort Seas 
regions, the Weather Research and Forecast model (WRF) and its data assimilation system 




The WRF model (version 3.2) (Skamarock et al. 2008) is our vehicle to generate the 
high-resolution reanalysis. The model is a widely used mesoscale model developed through a 
community collaboration effort and managed by the National Center for Atmospheric Research 
(NCAR). It is designed for a broad span of research and operational applications across scales 
ranging from large-eddy to global simulations. The WRF model has two distinct dynamical cores 
available: the Advanced Research WRF (ARW), which was developed and is maintained by 
NCAR, and the Nonhydrostatic Mesoscale Model (NMM), which was developed by NCEP with 
support from the Development Testbed Center. In this study, the ARW dynamical core was used 
due to the extensive testing and improvements that were previously made for its use in 
simulating the Arctic atmosphere (Hines and Bromwich 2008; Bromwich et al. 2009; Hines et al. 
2011).  
The ARW dynamics solver solves fully compressible Euler nonhydrostatic governing 
equations on the Arakawa C-grid staggered horizontal grid and terrain-following hydrostatic-
pressure vertical coordinate. The prognostic variables include velocity components u and v in 
Cartesian coordinate, vertical velocity w, perturbation potential temperature, perturbation 
geopotential, and perturbation surface pressure of dry air. It utilizes 2nd- or 3rd-order Runge-
Kutta time-split integration. The spatial discretization of 2nd- to 6th-order advection options is 
available in horizontal and vertical. The grid (analysis) and observation nudging capabilities are 
also available.  
WRF has a bevy of physical parameterization options that simulate microphysical, 
convective, radiative, planetary boundary layer (PBL), surface layer, and land-surface processes. 
Different options or combination of options may produce simulation of different quality. Thus, 
choosing the most suitable combination of physical parameterization schemes is critical for 
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generating high-quality model output. The fact that parameterization schemes were developed 
for and primarily tested in the tropics and mid-latitudes further complicates the process of 
choosing suitable schemes in our study area, due to the unique modeling challenges in the Arctic. 
Therefore, the model configuration of physical parameterization has to be optimized before any 
further study over the Chukchi-Beaufort Seas and North Slope. In this study, we follow previous 
study of extensive model sensitivity simulations for optimizing the configuration of physical 
parameterizations (Zhang et al. 2013). The utilized physical parameterization configuration and 
improvements to model physical parameterizations are introduced in the following sections. 
2.2 Optimization of Model Physical Parameterization Configuration 
In order to thoroughly evaluate different physical parameterization schemes, a series of 
sensitivity experiments were designed and conducted (Zhang et al. 2013). The time period of 
experiments were selected to contain both ice-free and ice-covered ocean, as well as bare and 
snow-covered land, and also to include the transitional period between the two states, in order to 
reduce the potential bias caused by sea ice and snow cover that play significant roles in driving 
near-surface circulation patterns. A control experiment was first run as the benchmark for the 
following sensitivity experiments. The model physical parameterizations in the control 
simulation include Kain-Fritsch cumulus scheme (Kain 2004), WRF single-Moment 6-class 
microphysics scheme (Hong and Lim 2006), Community Atmosphere Model (CAM) longwave 
and shortwave radiation (Collins et al. 2004), Yonsei University PBL scheme (Hong et al. 2006) 
and Noah land-surface model (LSM) (Chen and Dudhia 2001). In total, 21 physical 
parameterization schemes were evaluated (Zhang et al. 2013), including 8 microphysics schemes, 
3 longwave radiation schemes, 4 shortwave radiation schemes, and 6 PBL schemes. Based 
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around the configuration of the control experiment, one or two of the physical parameterizations 
were changed in each sensitivity experiment.  
The results of sensitivity experiments show that the combination of physical 
parameterization schemes, including Morrison microphysics, RRTMG (RRTM for General 
Circulation Models (GCMs)) longwave and shortwave radiations (Iacono et al. 2008), Grell 3D 
cumulus scheme (Grell and Devenyi 2002), Mellor-Yamada-Janjic (Mellor and Yamada 1982; 
Janjic 2002), and Noah land-surface model, gives the optimized simulation in our study domain 
(Zhang et al. 2013).  
2.3 Improvements to Model Physical Parameterizations 
In addition to optimize the model physical parameterization configuration, more 
advanced physical parameterizations were also utilized, including the coupling of a 
thermodynamic sea ice model (Zhang and Zhang 2001) and adoption of some improvements to 
WRF, termed Polar WRF, made by the Polar Meteorology Group at the Ohio State University 
(OSU).  
The coupling of thermodynamic sea ice model was designed to improve the treatment in 
Noah land-surface model (Zhang and Zhang 2001). The Noah land-surface model has native 
deficiency in sea ice processes. For example, a constant value is used as the albedo of sea ice, 
and sea ice has snow cover all year long. These simplifications are not consistent with reality, 
where sea ice albedo varies dramatically throughout the year, as well as snow over sea ice. The 
default scheme in Noah land-surface model could thus lead to major bias due to improper 
thermodynamic calculations. The coupling sea ice model was demonstrated to be able to 
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significantly improve the thermodynamic treatment of sea ice in the model and in turn the 
modeling of near-surface meteorology (Zhang et al. 2013).  
Several improvements on the Noah land-surface model from Polar WRF were also 
utilized (Zhang et al. 2013; Hines and Bromwich 2008; Bromwich et al. 2009; Hines et al. 2011). 
Polar WRF represents a package of code change based on WRF, intended to improve the overall 
performance of WRF for the polar regions. The package is available to the public since late 2009. 
The utilized improvements from Polar WRF include incorporating variable sea ice thickness data 
rather than the constant 3-m thickness value set in by default in the model, and setting the bottom 
temperature of sea ice to -1.8°C instead of the default -2.0°C. These modifications were tested 
and confirmed to be capable of improving the simulation of heat transfer between the atmosphere 
and the liquid ocean beneath the ice, which in turn improves the simulation of both surface air 
temperature and sea ice skin temperature.  
2.4 Summary 
An improved WRF model (Zhang et al. 2013) was used in this study. Different model 
physical parameterization schemes and their combinations were extensively evaluated in our 
study domain covering the Chukchi-Beaufort Seas and North Slope. The optimized physical 
configuration was demonstrated to be able to provide better simulation than the others. The 
utilized parameterization schemes include Morrison microphysics, RRTMG longwave and 
shortwave radiations, Grell 3D cumulus scheme, Mellor-Yamada-Janjic, and Noah land-surface 
model. In addition, a coupling thermodynamic sea ice model and improvements from Polar WRF 




CHAPTER 3  
Generation of the Chukchi-Beaufort High-Resolution Atmospheric Reanalysis (CBHAR) 
via the WRFDA Data Assimilation System 
3.1 Introduction 
The Chukchi-Beaufort Sea region along the northern Alaskan coast is currently 
undergoing significant environmental changes, including the fastest rate of decline and 
maximum observed interannual variance of sea ice anywhere in the Arctic (Stroeve et al. 2007; 
Comiso et al. 2008), as well as increased 10-m wind speeds over recent decades as the sea ice 
retreats (Stegall and Zhang 2012). In addition, the potential for further oil industry development 
exists along the Chukchi and Beaufort coast. With oil extraction comes the threat of oil spills, 
which can have serious environmental consequences, leading to increased attention from the 
government, scientific community, and general public (e.g., Picou et al. 2009; Webler and Lord 
2010). In particular, the coastal areas of the Chukchi and Beaufort Seas represent a vulnerable 
and fragile region, with an ecosystem and environment that are sensitive to human impacts (Ford 
and Pearce 2010; Doney et al. 2012). It is therefore of critical importance to be able to accurately 
predict the dispersal and movement of oil spills and to assess the potential environmental impacts 
should a spill occur. Doing so requires a good understanding of surface wind, a crucial parameter 
for assessing and predicting oil spill transport (Reed et al. 1999). 
Surface wind is primarily determined by the interaction of prevailing synoptic weather 
patterns with prominent underlying geographic features (e.g., Schwerdtfeger 1974; Kozo 1979, 
1980; Bromwich 1989; Olsson and Harrington 2000; Parish and Cassano 2003; Liu et al. 2008; 
Moore and Pickart 2012). In the Chukchi-Beaufort Sea region, the Beaufort High and Aleutian 
Low are the two dominant synoptic-scale weather patterns that most directly influence surface 
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winds (Shulski and Wendler 2007; Overland 2009; Moore 2012); when the intensity and location 
of these systems change, the surface winds over the study area vary in response (Lynch et al. 
2004; Stegall and Zhang 2012). Prevailing synoptic circulations further interact with local 
geographic features, generating mesoscale circulations (e.g., Dickey 1961; Lynch et al. 2001; 
Moore and Pickart 2012). The geography in the study area is characterized by seasonally ice-
covered ocean, along with the Brooks Range in northern Alaska and the Chukotka Mountains in 
eastern Siberia. During the winter months, the surface can become extremely cold and 
temperature inversions are very common in the area. Each of these local geographic features 
interacts with prevailing synoptic weather systems to generate characteristic mesoscale 
atmospheric circulations that correspondingly influence the associated surface winds in the 
region (Schwerdtfeger 1974; Kozo 1980). 
Due to the complexity of the weather and climate systems in the study area, accurate 
numerical modeling is challenging. To improve the performance in modeling the Arctic 
atmosphere, significant efforts have been made using the state-of-the-art regional Weather 
Research and Forecasting (WRF) model. Among these were the thorough evaluation of WRF 
performance over a large pan-Arctic model domain (Cassano et al. 2011; Porter et al. 2011) and 
the development of Polar WRF (Bromwich et al. 2009; Hines et al. 2011), in which the model’s 
Arctic land-surface processes and representation of sea ice were improved. The application of 
Polar WRF for the Arctic System Reanalysis (Bromwich et al. 2010; Wilson et al. 2011, 2012) 
indicated that the surface temperature produced by Polar WRF agreed well spatially with the 
forcing global reanalysis, while including additional spatial details, particularly in regions of 
higher elevation. Wilson et al. (2011) suggested that the surface wind speed could be improved 
further if higher spatial resolution is used, smooth terrain of coarse grid spacing resulting in 
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overestimated 10-m wind speed. This factor encourages us to choose relatively high-resolution 
grid spacing for this study. In addition, mesoscale modeling of the Alaskan interior with WRF by 
Mölders (2008) suggested that biases can exist in such simulations due to inaccurate initial and 
boundary conditions. With the development of various satellite retrievals, as well as 
improvements in the in situ observational network, the accuracy of model initial conditions and 
forecast performance can be improved through the application of data assimilation techniques. 
Various reanalysis projects are taking advantage of such improved model initial conditions to 
generate high quality data. We adopted the same approach and are applying the WRF model 
(version 3.2.1) and its variational data assimilation system WRFDA (version 3.2.1) to the study 
area to generate the long-term Chukchi-Beaufort High-Resolution Atmospheric Reanalysis 
(CBHAR). The CBHAR reanalysis will provide a unique opportunity for better understanding 
how the changing climate interacts with local fine-scale processes, and how these in turn impact 
the mesoscale meteorology of the surface wind field along the Chukchi-Beaufort Sea region. To 
achieve this goal, an optimized WRFDA will be configured for the study area through a set of 
assimilation sensitivity experiments, in which the sensitivity of WRFDA to model background 
errors (BE) and the assimilation of various observational datasets will be analyzed. With this 
customized data assimilation system in place, the high-resolution atmospheric reanalysis 
CBHAR can be generated, toward the goal of more accurately capturing the fine-scale processes 
of the region’s surface wind field than has been possible in existing reanalysis products. 
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 provides a brief 
description of the model and data used in this study; the efforts toward optimizing the 
configuration of the WRFDA assimilation system, through generating model domain- and 
configuration-dependent model BE and selectively assimilating various in situ and satellite 
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observations, are introduced in Section 3; a one-year experimental reanalysis produced with the 
optimized assimilation configuration is presented in Section 4; and a summary of this study is 
given in Section 5. 
3.2 Model and Data for Constructing CBHAR 
The Advanced Research WRF (ARW) model (Skamarock et al. 2008) is our vehicle to 
generate the high-resolution reanalysis CBHAR. ARW is a community mesoscale model 
developed through a community collaboration effort and managed by the National Center for 
Atmospheric Research (NCAR). ARW has various dynamical and physical options and includes 
its own data assimilation system WRFDA (Huang et al. 2009; Barker et al. 2012). WRFDA has 
been designed to be a flexible atmospheric data assimilation system, which includes options for 
both three-dimensional (3DVAR) and four-dimensional (4DVAR) variational data assimilation. 
In this study, the 3DVAR assimilation technique has been adopted to improve the model’s initial 
conditions and generate the final high-resolution analysis. 4DVAR was not considered due to its 
relatively high computational cost (Barker et al. 2004, 2012), making it impractical for our 
ultimate goal of producing a long-term (31 year) reanalysis. In WRFDA, the analysis field is 
generated by merging observations and background forecasts through iterative minimization of 
the cost function (Barker et al. 2004, 2012). The background forecasts in this study are generated 
by the WRF simulations, and the observations are quality controlled before being assimilated by 
WRFDA. The modeling domain for this study (Figure 1.1) is configured to encompass the 
Chukchi and Beaufort Seas, the entire Arctic Slope of Alaska and adjacent Brooks Range, along 
with portions of the Canadian Yukon and the eastern tip of Siberia. The domain has a grid 
spacing of 10 km with 49 vertical levels and a model top of 25 hPa. A summary of the model 




WRF model configuration 
 Options Configuration 
Physics Microphysics Morrison 2-moment (Morrison et al. 2009) 
Longwave radiation Rapid Radiative Transfer Model for GCMs 
(RRTMG) (Iacono et al. 2008) 
Shortwave radiation RRTMG (Iacono et al. 2008) 
Planetary boundary layer Mellor-Yamada-Janjic (Eta) (Hong et al. 
2006) 
Surface layer Monin-Obukhov (Janjic Eta) (Janjic 1994, 
1996, 2002) 
Land-surface model Noah land-surface model (Chen and Dudhia 
2001) 
Cumulus Kain-Fritsch (Kain 2004) 
Grid Horizontal grid spacing 10 km 
 Vertical levels 49 levels with top at 25 hPa 
WRFDA Surface assimilation option 2 
 
The European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) Interim 
Reanalysis (ERA-I) (Dee et al. 2011) is used to provide atmospheric forcing and initial 
conditions for soil moisture and temperature, as well as sea surface temperature. The lateral and 
lower boundary conditions are also provided by ERA-I. The daily NASA Bootstrap SIC (Comiso 
1999, 2012) as acquired from the National Snow and Ice Data Center is used. The ERA-I 
reanalysis has been widely used in Arctic WRF simulations (Bromwich et al. 2013), and has also 
proved to help WRF generate more accurate simulations in our study domain (Zhang et al. 2013). 
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The in situ observational data used for assimilation and model verification in this study include 
surface observations from 122 stations distributed throughout the model domain, along with 
three radiosonde stations, as indicated in Figure 1.1. These in situ observations have been 
collected from different data sources including the National Climatic Data Center (NCDC), the 
interagency network of Remote Automated Weather Stations (RAWS), and others. All of these 
collected data have been quality controlled with three separate quality-control (QC) procedures, 
which check for observations that fall outside of a normal range (threshold test), consecutive 
values that differ too greatly (step change test), and instances of excessively high or low 
variability (persistence test) (You et al. 2011). Criteria for the quality control were defined based 
on each station’s climatology. The satellite retrievals assimilated by WRFDA include Quick 
Scatterometer (QuikSCAT) ocean-surface winds, as well as temperature and moisture profiles 
from both the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) and Constellation 
Observing System for Meteorology, Ionosphere, and Climate (COSMIC) platforms. 
The in situ surface observations contain hourly 2-meter temperature and humidity, 10-
meter wind, and pressure. The radiosonde profiles include 12-hourly temperature, vapor pressure, 
relative humidity, and wind at vertical levels extending from the surface up to about 10 hPa. The 
QuikSCAT surface winds are available over open water at a resolution of 12.5 km and cover the 
period from 1999 to 2009 (Long and Mendel 1990). The MODIS-retrieved moisture and 
temperature profiles (King et al. 2003) include 20 vertical levels from 1000 to 5 hPa at a 
horizontal resolution of 5 km, and are available since 2000. The COSMIC retrievals (Anthes et al 
2008), available from 2006, include temperature and moisture profiles, usually thinned at 26 
vertical levels from 1000 to 10 hPa. 
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3.3 Optimization of Data Assimilation Configuration within WRFDA 
Though data assimilation is a useful technique for constraining the model solution and 
reducing model forecast errors, assimilating an extra dataset into the model does not necessarily 
improve the quality of the subsequent simulation for all variables due to accuracy issues in both 
the assimilated data and error information (Barker et al. 2004, 2012). The variational assimilation 
system WRFDA determines the optimal analysis through the use of information that includes 
model background error (BE) and observation data error. The assimilation scheme within 
WRFDA then combines the dynamic model results with the observations using weights inversely 
related to each of their errors (Barker et al. 2004, 2012). Each observation data type is 
characterized by its own error distribution, dependent on the accuracy of the individual 
observation system, but model errors can be affected by the choice of model domain and 
configuration. In order to best optimize the WRFDA assimilation system for the production of 
CBHAR, we conduct two sets of sensitivity experiments as described in the following two 
sections: Section 3.1 describes tests for the evaluation of model BE sensitivity, and Section 3.2 
details those for evaluating the potential observation data types to be assimilated. 
The selected simulation periods include January 2009 for representing winter conditions 
and July 2009 for summer conditions. The oceanic portion of the domain experiences high 
variability throughout the year in its sea-ice coverage and surface temperature, and the land 
similarly varies in its snow cover and thermal profile. This high level of variability provides a 
good opportunity for investigating the performance of WRFDA by examining the two extreme 
months of January and July.  
In all of the sensitivity simulations, the model is re-initialized every 2 days, still using 
ERA-I forcing data to provide initial, lateral and lower boundary conditions, and run for 2 days 
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and 6 hours (Figure 3.1). The reason to conduct re-initialization is because the forecast errors in a 
continuously run keep increasing with time even the data is assimilated every 6 hours. Our 
experiments show that in the study domain, when the model is continuously run with data 
assimilated every 6 hours, the forecast errors increase to be equivalent to the non-assimilation 
run after about two days. The two-day re-initialization is thus chose. The available observational 
data are assimilated every 6 hours (including at the initial hour). Only data within ±1.5 hours of 
the assimilation hour are used. The results from the first 6 hours of each run are used as model 
spin up and removed from consideration, with the remaining 2-day periods pieced together to 
form a continuous time series. In addition to the assimilation runs, a control simulation (CTRL), 
in which no data is assimilated through WRFDA but which is otherwise identical to the 
assimilation runs, including the stop-restart cycle every 6 hours, is also conducted for the 
purposes of comparing and evaluating the sensitivity results.  
 
Figure 3.1. Cycling scheme for the assimilation experiments. A cold-start run is initialized from 
ERA-Interim at 1200 UTC and run for two days and six hours, with observational data 
assimilated every six hours. 
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The simulation results are evaluated by analyzing the root-mean-square errors (RMSE) as 
verified against non-assimilated observations and satellite retrievals, including the in situ surface 
observations, QuikSCAT winds, and radiosonde profiles. To maintain independence between 
observations used for assimilation and verification, only model results at the forecast (non-
assimilation) hours of each assimilation cycle (Figure 3.1) are included in the RMSE calculation. 
For verification against radiosondes, however, due to the fact that only two profiles are normally 
produced each day, both at assimilation times, the model results one hour before the sounding 
times are compared with the observations. Verified variables include sea-level pressure (SLP), 2-
meter temperature (T), 10-meter wind vector (VEC), and upper-level temperature and wind 
vector. The RMSE of VEC is defined as the sum of RMSEs of zonal (U) and meridional (V) 
components, so that it can represent the errors of both wind speed and direction. For each 
simulation experiment, the RMSEs are first calculated at each observation station, and then 
averaged among all the stations within the model domain. The Student’s t-test is used to assess 
the statistical significance of the RMSE differences between the sensitivity and CTRL 
simulations. An improved sensitivity simulation is defined to be one with reduced RMSE, and 
with the difference from the CTRL simulation statistically significant at the 95% level. 
3.3.1 Analysis of WRFDA sensitivity to model background error. WRFDA offers 
the option to use either built-in global model BE (BE-GFS) or user-customized model BE in its 
data assimilation process. The built-in BE is generated from Global Forecast System (GFS) 
forecasts, produced by NCAR with a horizontal grid spacing of about 80 km, and can be used for 
any domain due to its global coverage (Barker et al. 2004). The customized BE is calculated 
following the National Meteorological Center (NMC) method (Parrish and Derber 1992), in 
which the differences between 12- and 24-hour model forecasts valid at the same time are first 
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calculated, with the model BE estimated after averaging all forecast differences over a period of 
time and the error covariances calculated. In this study, the 12- and 24-hour forecasts for the 
entire year of 2009 are first generated with the model configuration listed in Table 3.1. The 
differences between the 12- and 24-hour forecasts are then averaged, both over the entire year 
and for each month individually, in order to produce both a yearly-averaged BE (BE-1yr) and 
monthly-averaged BE (BE-Jan, BE-Jul), respectively. 
Table 3.2 
Experiments for evaluating model Background Error (BE) (‘BE’ field describes the BE used in 
each experiment) 
Experiments Data assimilated BE Simulation Period 
CTRL No data assimilated 
through WRFDA 
 January and July 
2009 
BE-GFS In situ surface 
observations 
Built-in global BE January and July 
2009 
BE-1yr In situ surface 
observations 
Customized BE from 1-
year (2009) simulation 
January and July 
2009 
BE-Jul In situ surface 
observations 
Customized BE from 1-
month (July 2009) 
simulation 
July 2009 
BE-Jan In situ surface 
observations 
Customized BE from 1-









Verification of model BE experiments against different observational sources for temperature 
(T), sea level pressure (SLP), and wind vector (VEC) in January and July 2009 (RMSEs are 
calculated against non-assimilated surface observations and QuikSCAT. When verified against 
surface observations, coastal and inland stations are verified separately. RMSEs calculated 
against radiosondes are averaged over all sounding levels. Improved or degraded RMSEs 
(compard to CTRL) that are statistically significant at the 95% level are shown in bold) 
Exp. 
RMSE 
Surface observation Radiosonde QuikSCAT 
T SLP VEC 
T VEC VEC 
Coast Inland Coast Inland Coast Inland 
Jul 
CTRL 2.69 3.77 1.15 1.69 3.18 3.28 1.08 2.93 3.42 
BE-
GFS 
2.75 4.34 1.27 1.96 3.34 3.56 1.97 4.26 3.74 
BE-
1yr 
2.44 3.79 1.05 1.68 3.01 3.13 1.08 2.89 3.32 
BE-
Jul 
2.44 3.77 1.02 1.65 3.00 3.10 1.09 2.94 3.32 
Jan 








6.92 7.54 1.69 5.00 4.22 4.10 4.18 6.34 
BE-
1yr 
5.94 6.03 1.33 4.54 3.66 3.79 2.09 4.30 
BE-
Jan 




A total of five control and sensitivity simulations (Table 3.2) are conducted in order to 
evaluate the sensitivity of WRFDA to model BE in the assimilation of in situ surface 
observations. In addition to the built-in model BE-GFS, customized model BEs, including the 
yearly-averaged BE-1yr and monthly-averaged BE for January (BE-Jan) and July (BE-Jul), are 
independently tested in the sensitivity experiments BE-GFS, BE-1yr, BE-Jan, and BE-Jul. The 
default values of tuning parameters for variance and length scale are used in all experiments in 
order to avoid any inconsistent comparison. The simulation periods include both January and 
July 2009 for most simulation experiments, with the exceptions that BE-Jan is only used for 
January 2009 and BE-Jul only for July 2009. 
The impacts of the model BEs on assimilation performance are analyzed with the RMSE 
of the model outputs relative to surface observations, radiosondes, QuikSCAT winds (Table 3.3). 
When verifying against surface observations, the stations are divided into two groups––coastal 
and inland stations––in order to distinguish the performance of the assimilation between complex 
terrain and flat, coastal areas. Surface stations located within 30 km of the shoreline are 
designated as coastal stations, with those farther from shore designated as inland stations. Using 
this criterion, there are a total of 56 coastal stations and 66 inland stations available within the 
model domain. 
Comparisons of RMSEs among the control and sensitivity simulations as verified against 
all three types of observations for both the January and July cases (Table 3.3) demonstrate that 
the built-in model BE (BE-GFS) significantly degrades the model performance in our study area, 
generating much greater errors than the control simulation in which no data is assimilated 
through WRFDA. This comparison suggests that in order to achieve positive impacts from data 
assimilation via WRFDA, usage of the built-in model BE should be avoided. On the other hand, 
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the customized model BEs, both yearly- and monthly-averaged, generally serve to enhance the 
model performance, reducing the errors for most of the examined variables. A close look at the 
comparison further demonstrates that the improvements in SLP and the 10-m wind field by the 
customized BEs are seen continually throughout both the cold and warm months. For 
temperature, however, a slight negative effect is present in the January case, even with the use of 
customized BEs. This indicates that accurately modeling the strong surface temperature 
inversions characteristic of Arctic winter remains a challenge for the WRF model. Accordingly, 
the estimated model BEs might not fully represent the actual model performance in such 
conditions, resulting in a degradation of the data assimilation performance. The performance of 
the monthly- and yearly-averaged BEs is similar, indicating that including seasonal variability in 
the customized BEs is insignificant in this study.  
Assimilation of in situ surface observations generates differing impacts in coastal and 
inland areas. In the BE-GFS experiment, simulation of the 2-m temperature is degraded by 2% 
(23%) in the coastal areas, and by 15% (23%) inland when compared to the CTRL simulation in 
July (January), while the RMSEs for the 10-m wind vector are 5% (11%) and 9% (4%) larger in 
July (January) for the coastal and inland stations, respectively (Table 3.3). This indicates that the 
built-in model BE generated by the coarse-resolution GFS simulation (~80 km) is more 
problematic during winter and over complex terrain. Greater overall improvements can be 
achieved in the coastal region relative to inland areas through the use of customized model BEs. 
During summer, 2-m temperature and SLP in the coastal areas are improved by 9% and 9–11%, 
respectively, while the impacts are very small inland. For the 10-m wind field, improvements are 
similar for the coastal and inland areas, with 5% (4%) improvement at the coastal stations and 5% 
(4%) inland during July (January). Similar to the difficulty that the model has in simulating 
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inversions, the fact that the inland area is characterized by complex topography, presents a 
challenge for WRF in accurately capturing many terrain-induced fine-scale details. Because 
model BE does not represent the actual model error relative to observations, but rather the 
average difference between one forecast time and another, BE can be underestimated in 
situations where the model performs inherently poorly. Thus, the performance of the assimilation 
can be hampered due to a less accurate estimation of model BE. 
To further investigate the reason why assimilation using BE-GFS degrades the results 
relative to CTRL, the observation-minus-analysis (OMA) and observation-minus-background 
(OMB) at each assimilation time are compared. It is noted that benefits are always achieved in 
the analysis relative to the background no matter which model BE is used. However, the forecast 
errors tend to grow faster when using BE-GFS. Therefore, during the free 5 forecast hours 
(Figure 3.1), the errors are gradually accumulated, even though assimilation serves to reduce 
them every 6 hours. This demonstrates that model BE not only determines the immediate 
assimilation effects, but also impacts the forecast evolution.   
 
Figure 3.2. Averaged RMSE of (a) temperature  and (b) surface wind vector for BE experiments 
in July 2009. RMSEs are averaged over 56 coastal stations and displayed over the average 48-
hour cold-start model cycle. 
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Since the coastal area receives a greater benefit from assimilation, the averaged 48-hour 
simulation cycle of the temperature and wind vector RMSEs, as averaged over 56 coastal 
stations, is compared for the month of July 2009 over all simulation tests (Figure 3.2). During the 
averaged simulation cycle, both monthly- and yearly-averaged customized model BEs perform 
very similarly in improving the model results throughout the entire diurnal cycle. On the other 
hand, the built-in model BE (BE-GFS) degrades the model results, particularly for 2-m 
temperature during the day.  
The spatial distribution of the assimilation impacts can be further revealed by the analysis 
increments generated by WRFDA. The increments are calculated by subtracting the model 
background fields from the resultant analysis fields. Comparisons of temperature and wind field 
(divided into zonal (U) and meridional (V) components) increments at the lowest model level 
between the sensitivity experiments BE-GFS and BE-1yr demonstrate that the increments 
generated using customized BE differ from those using the built-in BE in many respects, such as 
spatial scale and distribution, as well as the magnitudes of adjustment (Figure 3.3). The 
increments produced by BE-GFS display a larger-scale distribution, as exemplified by the 
positive temperature increment centered on central Alaska that extends northeastward all the way 
to Banks Island and westward to the Chukotka Mountains (Figure 3.3). In contrast, the 
increments in BE-1yr are essentially constrained within the land areas of the domain and 
characterized by several smaller mesoscale centers. Model BE can determine how the 
assimilated information is spread out. BE-GFS, generated from the GFS model at a resolution of 
80 km, has a larger spatial impact, which can propagate the effects of assimilated observations 
over a wider area. The increments in the customized BE experiment seem to show a reasonable 
range of assimilation effects. The magnitudes of adjustment in the experiment BE-GFS are also 
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generally greater relative to those in BE-1yr. The maximum temperature increase is about 2.8°C 
in BE-GFS, while only about 1.8°C in BE-1yr. Temperature increases are greater than 1°C over 
roughly half of the model domain in BE-GFS, while the same area sees increases of only 0.4°C 
or greater in BE-1yr. Similarly, the wind field adjustments are as high as 0.9 m s
-1
 in BE-GFS, 
but only 0.4 m s
-1
 in BE-1yr. Since the data assimilated here come primarily from land areas, it’s 
expected that the most significant increments will occur over land as well. However, significant 
increments in the experiment BE-GFS also occur over ocean areas, where few observational data 
are available. This further implies that the built-in model BE cannot accurately represent the true 
model performance within the study area and will likely degrade the performance of assimilation 
if used. 
From the comparison of RMSEs calculated against radiosondes (Table 3.3), we see that 
even though only in situ surface observations were assimilated by the WRFDA system, the upper 
atmosphere can also be impacted nontrivially when the built-in model BE is used; the impacts 
from customized model BEs are very small, however. The built-in BE increases the RMSEs by 
more than 40–100% relative to the control simulation. Comparisons of the RMSE profiles among 
all the simulations for July 2009 show that the errors introduced by use of the built-in model BE 
gradually decrease with height, and are equivalent to values of the other simulations at or above 
300 hPa (Figure 3.4), indicating that the negative effect is three-dimensional even though only 
two-dimensional data were assimilated. 
As again shown in Table 3.3, improvements in wind speed and direction, as verified 
against QuikSCAT winds, can also be achieved by the use of customized model BEs even 
though no QuikSCAT data have been assimilated. The built-in model BE, however, degrades the 
performance of WRFDA, worsening both wind speed and direction. The improvements seen 
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with the customized BEs are most likely due to improved 10-m winds along the coastal areas 
where coastal station observations were assimilated. 
 
Figure 3.3. Monthly-averaged analysis increments for temperature (T) and wind components U 
and V as introduced by WRFDA when using BE-GFS (a, b, c) and BE-1yr (d, e, f) for July 2009. 
The increments are calculated by subtracting background fields from the analysis fields. Positive 




Figure 3.4. The monthly-averaged profiles of RMSE, averaged over all radiosonde stations for 
(a) temperature and (b) wind vector in July 2009 for the BE experiments. The RMSEs of 
different runs as verified against radiosonde data are calculated at various vertical levels and then 
averaged over the three available radiosonde stations for the entire month. 
3.3.2 Performance analysis of WRFDA assimilation of multiple datasets. For a 
study area with a paucity of observational data coverage, multiple datasets, including both in situ 
observations and satellite retrievals from all available sources, have to be taken into 
consideration for use in the WRFDA assimilation system in order to produce a high quality 
regional reanalysis. As described in Section 2, we have collected and quality controlled data 
from a total of three radiosonde locations and 122 in situ surface stations from different data 
networks. Satellite retrievals, including QuikSCAT ocean-surface winds and MODIS and 
COSMIC retrieved profiles, have also been acquired. Will assimilation of all these data via 
WRFDA enhance the model’s performance? To answer this question, a thorough evaluation is 
conducted through a series of data assimilation sensitivity experiments for July 2009 (Tables 3.4 
and 3.7). All sensitivity experiments herein use the customized model BE from sensitivity 
experiment BE-1yr (Table 3.2). Simulation results, including 2-m temperature, SLP, and 10-m 
wind speed and direction, are verified against in situ surface and radiosonde observations, as well 
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as QuikSCAT surface winds, and the RMSEs calculated. The relative success achieved through 
assimilating each type of data is analyzed by comparing the RMSEs among the control and 
sensitivity simulations (Tables 3.5, 3.8, and 3.9). These will be detailed in the following 
subsections a–d. 
3.3.2.1 Assimilation of in situ surface observations. Sensitivity experiment SFC (Table 
3.4), in which the model BE from BE-1yr was used for the assimilation of surface station 
observations, is equivalent to the sensitivity experiment BE-1yr in Table 3.2 for the July case. As 
discussed in Section 3.1, assimilation of in situ surface observations generates improvements in 
most of the validated variables, particularly 10-m wind. Greater improvements are seen in the 
coastal region, where 2-m temperature is improved by 9% and 10-m wind by 5%, while the 
impact inland is relatively small. When the model results are verified against QuikSCAT winds, 
improvements are also seen. Therefore, the assimilation of in situ surface observations does help 
to improve the model performance in simulating most near-surface variables, particularly 10-m 
winds. 
Table 3.4 
Experiments to evaluate different observational sources 
Experiments Data Assimilated 
CTRL (No data assimilated through WRFDA) 
SFC In situ surface observations 
SONDE Radiosonde profiles 
QSCAT QuikSCAT ocean-surface winds 




Same as Table 3, but for experiments assimilating different observational sources and for July 




Surface observation Radiosonde QuikSCAT 
T SLP VEC 
T VEC VEC 
Coast Inland Coast Inland Coast Inland 
CTRL 2.69 3.77 1.15 1.69 3.18 3.28 1.08 2.93 3.42 
SFC 2.44 3.79 1.05 1.68 3.01 3.13 1.08 2.93 3.32 
SONDE 2.64 3.77 1.11 1.68 3.16 3.27 1.06 2.91 3.39 
QSCAT 2.68 3.78 1.15 1.66 3.18 3.25 1.07 2.93 3.06 
 
3.3.2.2 Assimilation of radiosonde measurements. Radiosondes provide in situ 
measurements of atmospheric temperature, moisture, and wind at vertical levels ranging from 
1000 hPa to about 10 hPa twice per day. In our study area, a total of three sounding stations 
(Barrow, Inuvik, and Kotzebue) made measurements during the study period of July 2009; two 
soundings per day from each station are assimilated in the assimilation experiment SONDE 
(Table 3.4). The comparison of RMSEs between the CTRL and SONDE simulations (Table 3.5) 
indicates that the assimilation of radiosonde measurements not only improves the model’s 
simulation of upper-air variables (where model output one hour prior to the assimilation times is 
used for verification in order to maintain independence from the observations), but also affects 
the simulation of surface variables as verified against surface in situ observations and QuikSCAT 
winds. Due to the very limited number of soundings available in the study area, the RMSEs of 
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upper-air temperatures and winds are only slightly reduced in this experiment, by about 1–2%. 
At the surface, 2-m temperature and SLP are improved by about 2% and 3%, respectively, in the 
coastal region. The 10-m wind over the ocean has also been slightly improved, as verified 
against QuikSCAT. Overall, this experiment indicates that a consistently positive impact can be 
achieved through the assimilation of radiosonde measurements. 
 
Figure 3.5. (a) Snapshot of QuikSCAT surface wind coverage in the model domain at 0551 UTC 
18 July 2009; (b) QuikSCAT surface wind speed versus BOEM buoy (71.29°N, 152.14°W)-
observed wind speed in August–September 2009 (b). Colors signify wind speed. Red dot in (a) 
represents the location of the BOEM buoy.   
3.3.2.3 Assimilation of QuikSCAT surface winds. The consistently positive impact 
produced by WRFDA in assimilating in situ measurements gives us confidence to further extend 
our efforts in this study by assimilating satellite retrievals. Assimilation of QuikSCAT surface 
winds is evaluated with the assimilation experiment QSCAT (Table 3.4). QuikSCAT ocean-
surface winds provide measurements of surface wind vectors over open water in the absence of 
sea ice (Figure 3.5). During the study period of July 2009, a meteorological buoy sponsored by 
the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management (BOEM) was deployed along the Beaufort Sea coast 
near Barrow, Alaska, where it collected a month-long offshore meteorological dataset of 10-m 
winds, among other variables (http://knik.iarc.uaf.edu/buoy09). In order to better understand the 
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accuracy of QuikSCAT winds in the study region, the wind speeds measured by the BOEM buoy 
are compared with QuikSCAT retrievals (Figure 3.5b). The correlation between the buoy 
measurements and QuikSCAT surface winds, calculated following Crosby’s definition (Crosby 
et al. 1993), for the period of 5 August to 15 September 2009 is 0.83, with an RMSE of just 0.82 
m s
-1
, indicating that the quality of QuikSCAT winds in the study area is satisfactory. 
During the open water season, e.g. July 2009, when there are QuikSCAT winds available 
in the study area, assimilation of QuikSCAT surface winds demonstrates a positive influence on 
the simulation of the offshore surface wind field. As before, model output from experiment 
QSCAT is verified against both in situ measurements and QuikSCAT winds at non-assimilation 
hours and the RMSE calculated (Table 3.5). From this, it’s shown that assimilating QuikSCAT 
winds can significantly reduce the RMSE of surface wind vectors over open water as verified 
against unassimilated QuikSCAT winds. Wind vectors are improved by 11% relative to the 
control run. 
The spatial distribution of the impacts of assimilating QuikSCAT surface winds can be 
depicted by the near-surface analysis increments, calculated by subtracting the model 
background field from the analysis field at the lowest model level. The increments of the wind 
components U and V, averaged over the simulation period (Figure 3.6), demonstrate that the 
zonal wind (U) is increased over the Chukchi Sea by roughly 0.2 m s
-1
, and by 0.1–0.5 m s
-1
 in 
the Beaufort Sea coastal areas. Positive increments of the meridional wind (V) exhibit an 
adjustment of 0.1–0.3 m s
-1
, centered on the Alaskan Chukchi Sea coast and extending eastward 
along the coast. The increments also demonstrate how winds oriented parallel to the coast are 
improved. Larger increments for such winds are due to that the surface wind regime in the 
coastal region is dominated by coast-parallel winds. Comparing the wind field increments 
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introduced by assimilating QuikSCAT surface winds with in situ surface observations (Figure 
3.6 and Figure 3.3e–f) demonstrates that the areas where data are assimilated always receive 
greater impacts. The distribution of the 10-m wind field increments caused by the assimilation of 
QuikSCAT winds agrees well with the QuikSCAT data coverage (Figure 3.5a) over the Chukchi 
Sea and Beaufort Sea coastal area. Thus, improved offshore 10-m winds are achieved in a region 
where few offshore in situ measurements are available via the assimilation of QuikSCAT surface 
winds.  
 
Figure 3.6. Monthly-averaged analysis increments for the wind components (a) U  and (b) V 
introduced by assimilating QuikSCAT data in July 2009. The increment is calculated by 
subtracting background fields from the analysis fields. Positive values are denoted by solid lines 
and negative values by dashed lines. 
3.3.2.4 Assimilation of satellite-retrieved profiles. An extreme lack of radiosonde 
observations in the study area motivates us to include as many satellite-retrieved profiles as 
possible via the WRFDA assimilation system for the production of the CBHAR reanalysis. 
Assimilating satellite retrievals and/or radiance data has demonstrated the ability to improve in 
model simulations (Pu et al. 2002; Fan and Tilley 2005; Huang et al. 2005). Directly assimilating 
radiance data is recommended in order to avoid potential negative impacts as a result of retrieved 
profiles providing insufficient accuracy and/or vertical resolution. However, assimilation of 
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satellite-retrieved profiles also displays the ability to improve the model results particularly in 
remote and data-sparse areas, in some case, even outperforms the performance of directly 
assimilating radiance data (Singh et al. 2012). MODIS-retrieved temperature and humidity 
profiles, when assimilated by a forecast model, have been shown to improve the forecast (Xavier 
et al. 2006; Zhang et al. 2007). Assimilation of COSMIC profiles has also demonstrated 
improvements to model simulations through the reduction of model bias (Cucurull and Derber 
2008). Thus, the satellite-retrieved temperature and moisture profiles from the MODIS and 
COSMIC instruments are targeted for use in this study.  
MODIS profiles have much higher spatial and temporal resolution than do radiosonde 
measurements, with 2–3 satellite passes per day occurring over some part of the study domain 
and the data available at a horizontal resolution of about 5 km. After the data is thinned to a 
spacing of approximately 120 km in order to prevent oversaturation, which can cause diminished 
results (e.g., Liu and Rabier 2002), there remain approximately 1900 MODIS profiles per day 
across the model domain available to be assimilated by WRFDA. 
Table 3.6 
MODIS retrieval QC flags 
Flag Interpretation Key 
Cloud Mask (CM) 0 = Confidently Cloudy 
1 = Probably Cloudy 
2 = Probably Clear 
3 = Confidently Clear 
Snow/Ice Background (SI) 0 = Yes 




Figure 3.7. Average RMSE profiles for temperature in 2009 over all radiosonde stations with the 
use of different quality-control flags. MODIS profiles are categorized into six groups according 
to their SI and CM flags as shown in the legend and compared with radiosonde profiles observed 
within a 1-hour time window.  
Table 3.7  
MODIS assimilation experiments 
Experiments Snow/Ice background (SI) Cloud mask (CM) Vertical levels 
MODIS All backgrounds  
SI=0, 1 
All conditions  
CM=0, 1, 2, 3 
All levels 
MODIS-MID All backgrounds (0, 1) 
SI=0,1 
All conditions 
CM=0, 1, 2, 3 
850–300 hPa 








In the retrieval product, each MODIS profile is given flags that indicate the quality of the 
profile and the conditions under which it was collected. Two examples include the cloud mask 
flag (CM), which indicates the presence of clouds, and the snow/ice background flag (SI), which 
indicates if the background was covered by snow or sea ice (Table 3.6). By taking note of these 
flags, users can assess how the profile accuracy varies under different conditions. To characterize 
the quality of data marked by these flags in the study area, the MODIS profiles for 2009 are first 
divided into six groups according to their CM and SI flags (snow/ice background under all sky 
(SI=0); snow/ice background under cloudy sky (SI=0, CM=0,1); snow/ice background under 
clear sky (SI=0, CM=2,3); snow/ice-free under all sky (SI=1); snow/ice-free under cloudy sky 
(SI=1, CM=0,1); and snow/ice-free under clear sky (SI=1, CM=2,3)) and then verified against 
radiosonde observations at the three sounding stations within the model domain. The MODIS 
profiles within each flag category are calibrated by calculating RMSE against the radiosonde 
profiles measured at approximately the same time (within a 1-hour window). A comparison of 
temperature RMSE profiles among the six flag categories (Figure 3.7) shows that the profiles 
retrieved under a snow or ice background (SI=0) contain errors that are 30–50% larger than those 
without (SI=1). A similar contrast is present between profiles retrieved under cloudy conditions 
(CM=0,1) and under clear sky (CM=2,3). In addition, the data errors are highly variable with 
height. The RMSE at 1000 hPa is up to two times larger than at upper levels (850 to 300 hPa). 
Considering the variations in MODIS profile quality, as exhibited in Figure 3.7, a series 
of sensitivity experiments (Table 3.7) in which MODIS profiles are screened by the CM and SI 
flags and data errors examined in Figure 3.7, have been conducted in order to determine the 
optimal configuration for assimilating MODIS profiles via WRFDA. In these experiments, 
MODIS data are either assimilated at all levels (MODIS) or between 850 and 300 hPa (MODIS-
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MID). The sensitivity simulations are evaluated in the same way as before, with the model 
results (SLP, T, and VEC) verified against radiosondes, surface observations, and QuikSCAT 
winds. Comparisons of the results from the sensitivity experiments MODIS, MODIS-MID, and 
CTRL (Table 3.8) demonstrate that assimilation of unfiltered MODIS retrievals (experiment 
‘MODIS’) makes the results worse relative to the CTRL simulation for almost all examined 
variables. The experiment ‘MODIS’ produces 10-m wind (VEC) RMSE more than 2% larger 
than CTRL over land, and more than 7% larger over the ocean. Perhaps surprisingly, the 
experiment MODIS-MID, in which the retrieval levels are selectively assimilated, doesn’t 
produce any improvement over the degraded performance of the ‘MODIS’ experiment. The 
results from MODIS-MID are also worse than CTRL, with RMSEs about 3% larger for 10-m 
wind and 1% larger for 2-m temperature in the coastal region. 
Table 3.8  
Same as Table 3.3, but for experiments assimilating MODIS profiles and for July 2009 only 
Exp. 
RMSE 
Surface observation Radiosonde QuikSCAT 
T SLP VEC 
T VEC VEC 
Coast Inland Coast Inland Coast Inland 
CTRL 2.69 3.77 1.15 1.69 3.18 3.28 1.08 2.93 3.42 
MODIS 2.74 3.77 1.11 1.66 3.30 3.36 1.16 3.19 3.69 
MODIS-
MID 





Figure 3.8. Monthly-averaged profiles of temperature bias at Barrow in July 2009 for 
experiments CTRL, MODIS, and MODIS-QA, as verified against radiosonde data at various 
vertical levels. 
In addition to the selective experiment MODIS-MID, the MODIS profiles can also be 
screened through the use of the CM and SI flags. An additional experiment, MODIS-QA, is 
conducted to examine the performance when assimilating only MODIS profiles that have a 
snow/ice-free background (SI=1) and were retrieved under either probably clear (CM=2) or 
confidently clear sky (CM=3) conditions. In order to understand the vertical effects of 
assimilating MODIS retrievals, model-simulated temperature profiles from the experiments 
CTRL, ‘MODIS’, and MODIS-QA are compared at all levels and averaged over the entire 
simulation period of July 2009 at Barrow (Figure 3.8). Comparisons of the monthly-averaged 
bias profiles among all the sensitivity tests show that the unfiltered experiment ‘MODIS’ 
overcorrects the warm bias generated by the CTRL experiment in the middle and lower 
atmosphere (below ~500 hPa), producing a cold bias of up to 0.5 °C. When the MODIS profiles 
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are selectively assimilated on the basis of quality assurance flags (experiment MODIS-QA), an 
improvement is seen in temperature for almost all levels, reducing both the cold bias in the 
middle and lower atmosphere (below ~300 hPa) and the warm bias in the upper atmosphere 
(above ~300 hPa). Selectively assimilating MODIS profiles via the WRFDA system through the 
use of quality assurance flags, such as those indicating snow/ice-free background and/or clear 
sky conditions, is therefore essential for avoiding degradation of assimilation performance. This 
further confirms the results of previous studies that, before using satellite-retrieved products, the 
data should be filtered in order to diminish the possible negative impacts from poor-quality 
retrievals (Key et al. 2003; Powers 2007). 
COSMIC-retrieved profiles have about 20 profiles per day in the study domain. The 
profiles originally have 400 vertical levels, but are thinned to 26 vertical levels to prevent 
oversaturation. When evaluating the effect of assimilating COSMIC profiles, the filtering 
procedure used in the MODIS experiments is not applied. COSMIC products are not 
accompanied by QC-flag information, suggesting that third-party sources are required in order to 
conduct a filtering procedure, which may cause some inconsistencies. In addition, the radio 
occultation technique used by COSMIC is known to be minimally affected by clouds (Anthes 
2000). The experimental results (COSMIC) are verified separately against surface station 
(coastal and interior stations separately), radiosonde, and QuikSCAT observations for 
temperature, SLP, and wind (Table 3.9). Despite the lack of quality assurance, the assimilation of 
COSMIC profiles doesn’t produce negative impact for both surface and upper-air variables, 
which encourages us to consider including the COSMIC profiles in the WRFDA assimilation 




Same as Table 3.3, but for the experiment assimilating COSMIC profiles and for July 2009 only 
Exp. 
RMSE 
Surface observation Radiosonde QuikSCAT 
T SLP VEC 
T VEC VEC 
Coast Inland Coast Inland Coast Inland 
CTRL 2.69 3.77 1.15 1.69 3.18 3.27 1.08 2.93 3.42 
COSMIC 2.71 3.76 1.10 1.67 3.18 3.26 1.07 2.92 3.42 
 
3.4 One-year Experiment Reanalysis 
Synthesizing the results achieved in the previous sensitivity experiments, a one-year 
experimental reanalysis is generated in order to ensure that the selected observation types 
function as expected when they are combined within a single assimilation system. The 
experimental reanalysis is generated for 2009, using the modeling configuration listed in Table 
3.1. The one-year experiment uses the same cycling scheme as the previous experiments (Figure 
3.1). In addition, spectral nudging to the forcing dataset (ERA-I), is also employed in the 
experimental reanalysis in order to maintain consistency between this modeling configuration 
and the one ultimately used to generate the final CBHAR reanalysis. The spectral nudging is 





Figure 3.9. Seasonal variations of RMSE, averaged over coastal stations (blue lines) and inland 
stations (orange lines) for (a) temperature and (b) surface wind vector  in the one-year 
experimental reanalysis (solid) and ERA-Interim (dashed). 
The results are here again analyzed using RMSE of the simulation output as calculated 
against observations. In this section, the near-surface variables 2-m temperature (T) and 10-m 
wind vectors (VEC) are solely verified at in situ surface stations, since these provide the most 
accurate observations throughout the entire year (Figure 3.9). The RMSEs of T and VEC are 
separately averaged over coastal stations, defined as those located within 30 km of the coastline, 
and inland stations, comprising the remainder. RMSEs of the same fields from ERA-I are also 
calculated in the same manner for purposes of comparison. Relative to ERA-I, the experimental 
reanalysis demonstrates consistent improvements for all variables examined. The temperature is 
improved to a larger degree in colder months than in the warm season. In contrast, improvements 
to the 10-m wind field do not exhibit a significant seasonal variation. The results demonstrate 
that errors are generally lower in the warmer months, when variability in atmospheric conditions 
is at a minimum, and greatly increase during the winter. During May to October, the RMSE of 
VEC is 17% less than in the cold season from November to April. The differences between 
coastal stations and inland stations are not significant. For temperature, similar seasonal 
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variations are observed, with the minimum RMSE occurring in September. The model performs 
differently for inland and coastal areas, with 26–45% smaller RMSE in coastal areas throughout 
the year. This differential performance in inland versus coastal regions is consistent with the 
results shown in previous sections. In addition to the effects of higher atmospheric variability, 
the larger errors seen in winter can also be attributed to the model’s relatively poor performance 
in simulating strong, shallow surface-based inversions. 
Accurate surface wind field is one of the greatest concerns to the oil spill and ocean 
current modeling. How well does the experimental reanalysis capture the detailed mesoscale 
processes in the surface winds? To answer this, monthly 10-m wind rose between observation, 
experimental reanalysis, and ERA-I are compared along three coastal stations as shown in Figure 
3.10. Stations Mys Shmidta and Barter Island are two stations close to the Chukotka Mountain 
range and the Brooks Range, respectively; and the wind rose from them during the cold month 
can be used to demonstrate the mountain barrier effect. Station Kivalina is a station along the 
Chukchi Coast, receiving less topographic impact from the distant Brooks Range, and wind rose 
at this location during a warm month can be used to show the sea breeze effect. Overall the one-
year experiment tends to have better agreement with the observation, producing more accurate 
distribution of certain wind directions comparing to ERA-I. At Mys Shmidta in April, the 
dominant observed 10-m wind regime, oriented parallel to the Chukotka Mountain range due to 
the mountain barrier effect turning synoptic northeast winds to northwest (Stegall and Zhang 
2012), is well captured in the one-year experiment, while ERA-I includes a greater cross-range 
10-m wind component. At Barter Island in March, the high frequency of westerly wind, again 
due to the mountain barrier effect, which turns synoptic north winds to west (Stegall and Zhang 
2012), is also missing in ERA-I. At Kivalina, during the period from June 16-21, a weak 
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synoptic condition (not shown) favors the generation of westerly sea breeze along the coast. This 
feature of sea breeze is well captured by the one-year experimental reanalysis. This comparison 
demonstrates the ability of one-year experimental reanalysis to provide added information to 
surface wind field particularly for the areas of highly variable topography, and how the 
simulation of such winds can benefit from higher modeled spatial resolution. 
 
Figure 3.10. Comparison of 10-m wind roses between the one-year experimental reanalysis (1-yr 
Exp.), ERA-Interim (ERA-I), and observations (OBS) at Mys Shmidta (April, a, b and c), Barter 
Island (March, d, e, and f), and Kivalina (June, g, h and i) in 2009 (station location marked with 




The WRFDA is optimized for investigating the 10-m wind field along the Chukchi and 
Beaufort Seas and Arctic Slope of Alaska. A series of assimilation sensitivity experiments, in 
which different BEs are used or different observational data are assimilated, are conducted and 
analyzed by comparing the resultant RMSEs as calculated against unassimilated observations 
with those from a control experiment (CTRL).  
The experiments evaluating model BE suggest that the usage of the built-in global BE 
(BE-GFS) included in the WRFDA package should be avoided in this study, as its use 
contributes to significantly degraded simulations in both winter and summer, and for all 
examined variables checked, relative to CTRL. In contrast, the usage of customized BEs (BE-1yr 
and BE-Jul) serves to improve the simulations. On average, the customized model BE can 
improve the 10-m wind and 2-m temperature in coastal areas throughout the diurnal cycle, while 
usage of BE-GFS degrades the results, particularly for daytime 2-m temperatures. The analysis 
increments generated by using the built-in BE exhibit larger spatial-scale features, as well as 
unrealistic adjustments over the ocean. The degraded performance of BE-GFS can be attributed 
to its presumably inaccurate representation of errors for the regional model used here, generated 
as it was from global GFS simulations with a horizontal grid spacing about 80 km, compared to 
the 10 km used by WRF in this study.  
Assimilating in situ surface observations and radiosonde measurements produces highly 
responsive results. The verified surface variables are significantly improved, particularly in 
coastal areas during the summer, through the assimilation of in situ surface observations. 
Assimilating radiosonde profiles improves the simulation of upper-air variables, and slightly 
improves ocean-surface winds.  
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QuikSCAT data provide distinctive coverage of surface wind fields over open water, and 
when assimilated contribute to significant improvements in the simulation of sea-surface winds, 
with a reduction in error of as much as 11%. Assimilating QuikSCAT data enhances the zonal 
winds over the Chukchi Sea and the coastal areas of the Beaufort Sea. The meridional winds are 
enhanced along the Chukchi and Beaufort coasts of Alaska. The spatial pattern of the analysis 
increments is co-located with the QuikSCAT data coverage.  
Experiments assimilating MODIS data reveal the need for the careful selection of the 
particular profiles to be assimilated in order to avoid the negative impacts that use of the entire 
dataset otherwise introduces. Assimilating all MODIS data, regardless of quality, makes most 
examined variables worse than in the CTRL experiment. When the profiles are screened through 
use of the cloud mask and snow/ice background flags, the negative impacts are mostly dispelled 
and the cold bias in the middle and lower atmosphere (below ~300 hPa) and warm bias in the 
upper atmosphere (above ~300 hPa) are significantly improved. 
In order to ensure that the performance of the combination of selected model background 
error and observation types is consistent with the individual sensitivity tests, a one-year 
experimental reanalysis for 2009 is generated. The experimental reanalysis further confirms that 
consistent improvements are achieved for all examined variables. Relative to ERA-Interim, 
larger improvements in temperature are demonstrated in colder months than in the warm season. 
The errors in the experimental reanalysis exhibit significant seasonal variation, with lower values 
in the warmer months while greatly increasing in the winter. Mesoscale processes including 




CHAPTER 4  
Mesoscale Climatology of Surface Winds in the Chukchi-Beaufort High-Resolution 
Atmospheric Reanalysis (CBHAR) 
4.1 Introduction 
Strong potential of further offshore energy development in the Chukchi-Beaufort Seas 
has caused increasing attention from the government, scientific community, and general public to 
the threat of oil spill (e.g., Gundlach and Hayes 1978; Picou et al. 2009; Webler and Lord 2010). 
In order to be able to accurately predict the dispersal and movement of oil spills, and to assess 
the potential environmental impacts should a spill occur, a good understanding of detailed 
surface wind climatology and changes in the Chukchi-Beaufort Sea region is imperative.  
Both prevailing synoptic weather patterns and prominent underlying geographic features 
play roles in determining the surface wind climate (e.g., Schwerdtfeger 1974; Kozo 1980; Moore 
and Pickart 2012). In the Chukchi–Beaufort Seas region, surface winds vary in response to the 
intensity and location of the Beaufort High and Aleutian Low, which are the dominant synoptic-
scale weather patterns in the area (Shulski and Wendler 2007; Overland 2009; Moore 2012; 
Zhang et al. 2013). Surface winds are further modulated by local geographic features through 
both thermodynamic and dynamic processes (Kozo 1979, 1980; Liu et al. 2008). Land and ocean 
respond differently to incoming solar radiation, generating horizontal temperature gradients, 
which in turn cause land/sea breezes (Lyons and Olsson 1972; Kozo 1979, 1980; Liu and Olsson 
2008). The same mechanism also exists in the mountainous areas, where mountain slopes are 
more readily heated than the horizontally adjacent air, causing upslope valley breezes. When 
solar radiation is weak or not present, the air near the terrain surface is cooled faster than the 
adjacent air through the loss of outgoing longwave radiation, resulting in denser surface air over 
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the terrain and a resultant downslope wind (also referred to as gravity drainage) (Thorpe et al. 
1980; Parish 1987, 1991, 2003; Bromwish 1989; Lin 2007). Topography can also impact the 
surface wind dynamically. For example, when an air mass characterized by a low Froude number 
(U/NH, where U is the speed of the basic current, N is the Brunt–Väisälä frequency, and H is the 
mountain height) flows toward a mountain barrier, its approach will be blocked due to having 
insufficient kinetic energy to flow over the mountain. The accumulated air mass alters the 
distribution of pressure so that the flow is deflected to the left and finally turns, becoming 
parallel to the mountain range. This effect is known as mountain barrier effect or cold air 
damming (Schwerdtfeger 1974; Kozo 1980; Bell and Bosart 1988; Xu et al. 1996; Lin 2007). 
Understanding climatology and changes of mesoscale features of surface wind field in the 
Chukchi-Beaufort Seas region is also challenging due to the harsh and complex Arctic 
environment and significant changes during recent decades. The study area is located in the 
marginal ice zone of Arctic, which is experiencing the fastest rate of sea ice decline and 
maximum observed interannual variance of sea ice anywhere in the Arctic (Stroeve et al. 2007; 
Comiso et al. 2008), as well as enhanced surface winds as sea ice retreats (Stegall and Zhang 
2012). In addition, meteorological observations in the harsh Arctic region are also sparse, which 
hindered any detailed analysis of mesocale wind field features in the study area. The newly 
developed 31-year, 10-km resolution Chukchi-Beaufort High Resolution Atmospheric 
Reanalysis (CBHAR) (Zhang et al. 2013; Liu, et al. 2013) thus provides a unique opportunity for 
conducting mesoscale climatology analysis of the surface wind field in the Chukchi-Beaufort 
Seas region. 
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 breifly describes the CBHAR data used in 
this study, as well as a briefly description of the study domain. Section 3 presents the overall 
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climatological features of mesoscale winds in the study area. Mesoscale winds including sea 
breeze, up/down-slope winds, and cold air damming are detailed in Sections 4-6. The variability 
of the sea breezes and mountain barrier effect are discussed in Section 7. A summary of this 
study is given in Section 8. 
4.2 CBHAR Data and Domain 
The newly generated regional high-resolution reanalysis CBHAR (Zhang et al. 2013; Liu 
et al. 2013) is utilized to detail mesoscale climatology and changes of surface wind field in the 
Chukchi-Beaufort Seas. CBHAR was generated to provide a long-term high-resolution 
atmospheric reanalysis covering the Chukchi-Beaufort Seas region for the period from 1979 - 
2009. The data has high spatial resolution, with a grid spacing of 10 km, and a temporal 
resolution of 1 hour, making it able to resolve fine-scale mesoscale processes. The Weather 
Research and Forecasting (WRF) model (Skamarock et al. 2008) and its Data Assimilation 
system WRFDA (Huang et al. 2009; Barker et al. 2012) are the vehicle generating CBHAR. 
Following a series of sensitivity simulation experiments, the WRF and WRFDA are optimized 
for the study area and the model configuration parameters are listed in Table 4.1.  
Table 4.1 
WRF and WRFDA configurations for CBHAR 






Microphysics Morrison 2-moment (Morrison et al. 2009) 
Longwave radiation Rapid Radiative Transfer Model for GCMs 
(RRTMG) (Iacono et al. 2008) 
Shortwave radiation RRTMG (Iacono et al. 2008) 











Monin-Obukhov (Janjic Eta) (Janjic 1994, 
1996, 2002) 
Land-surface model Noah land-surface model (Chen and Dudhia 
2001) 
Cumulus Grell 3D (Grell and Devenyi 2002) 
 Forcing data ERA-I 
Grid Horizontal grid spacing 10 km 
 Vertical levels 49 levels with top at 10 hPa 
WRFDA Method 3DVar (Barker et al. 2004) 
 Surface assimilation option 2 
 Background error Customized BE using NMC method 
(Parrish and Derber 1992) based on 1-year 
simulation of 2009 
 Time interval Hourly 
 Data assimilated Surface observation 
Radisondes 
QuikSCAT ocean-surface winds 
Selected MODIS profiles 
MODIS and AVHRR polar winds 
 
The CBHAR reanalysis, particularly surface winds, are also verified against in-situ 
surface observations collected mainly from NCDC, which comprise over 100 stations across the 
entire CBHAR domain. CBHAR winds are interpolated to the station locations using a standard 
bilinear interpolation, and the statistical measures of root-mean-square error (RMSE) are 
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calculated for each month of the year and each hour of the day, in order to depict the seasonal 
and diurnal evolution of the performance of CBFAR winds. To provide a baseline against which 
CBHAR data could be compared, the ERA-I reanalysis data that were used as initial and 
boundary conditions for CBHAR are verified in the same manner.  
The statistics of surface wind vector, as shown in Figures 4.1-2, suggests that wind vector 
RMSE is largest in the winter months, when the variability of weather conditions is high, and 
declines during the summer, when the variability is at its minimum. Comparing to the 6-hourly 
ERA-I reanalysis, error reductions in CBHAR wind vector are seen for every season of the year 
and all four hours of the day. These results demonstrate the consistently improved quality of the 
reanalyzed surface winds in CBHAR and give us confidence to utilize this dataset for mesoscale 
climatology analysis of the surface wind field in the Chukchi-Beaufort Seas region. 
 
Figure 4.1. Monthly-averaged RMSE of wind vector (m s
-1
) in CBHAR (red) and ERA-Interim 




Figure 4.2. Hourly-averaged RMSE of wind vector (m s
-1
) in CBHAR (red) and ERA-Interim 
(blue), as verified against surface observations. 
To facilitate analysis and discussion presented in this chapter, the CBHAR data domain is 
shown in Figure 4.3, with superimposed sea ice and geographic features, along with the vertical 
cross-sections and surface sections used in various mesoscale wind field analysis. The CBHAR 
domain encompasses the Chukchi and Beaufort Seas, the entire Arctic Slope of Alaska and 
adjacent Brooks Range, along with portions of the Canadian Yukon and the eastern tip of Siberia. 
In order to reduce biases potentially caused by the use of a single section, a series of cross-
shoreline/mountain profiles (P1-P4 in Figure 4.3) are chosen in the areas of interest and the wind 
fields averaged across these profiles are analyzed. A total of four cross-section profiles are 
selected for the examination of vertical wind structures, including inland areas of the Chukotka 
Mountains (P1) and two coastal areas (P2, P3), as well as the Brooks Range (P4). Along the 
vertical profiles, the horizontal winds were transformed in order to define components 
perpendicular and parallel to the vertical section, i.e., wind components were oriented relative to 
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the shoreline or the orientation of the mountain ranges. The climatology of the wind along the 
vertical sections was constructed at each hour of the day for different months. The shoreline-
parallel sections (A, B, C, and D lines in Figure 4.3) are selected and the wind fields averaged 
along these sections at each hour of the day for different months are utilitzed to analyze the 
variations of sea breeze as impacted by the relative distances to the shoreline. 
 
Figure 4.3. CBHAR data domain with vertical cross-section pofiles (P1-P4) chosen for various 
meoscale wind field analysis and shoreline-parallel sections A, B, C, and D for sea breeze 
variation analysis. Gray shading over ocean represents climatology sea ice concentration over the 
entire CBHAR period (lighter colors signify higher SIC), with the 0.8 value highlighted by the 
dashed line. Gray shading over land represents topography with lighter colors for low elevations. 
4.3 Mesoscale Climatology of Surface Winds in CBHAR 
4.3.1 Diurnal variation. Mesoscale winds with strong diurnal variation include sea 
breezes and up/downslope winds, which are both generated by horizontal thermal contrasts due 
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to different thermodynamic characteristics of different geographic surfaces. For example, water 
has a much larger heat capacity than soil. Land is thus heated faster during the day than adjacent 
ocean or lake areas in the summer. For the same reason, radiative cooling also cools the land 
faster at night. As a result, horizontal temperature contrasts may exist during both the daytime 
and nighttime, driving the motion of air currents in coastal areas (Lyons and Olsson 1972; Kozo 
1979, 1980; Dailey and Fovell 1999; Liu and Olsson 2008). A similar process occurs in the 
vicinity of mountain valleys, where the air over the mountain and valley surfaces experiences 
differential heating. Air over the warmer surface experiences more heating and tends to ascend to 
upper levels. The pressure near the surface is thus decreased and correspondingly increased at 
higher levels, resulting in a horizontal pressure gradient both near the surface and at upper levels. 
This then causes cool air to flow towards the warmer surface at lower levels and warmer air to 
flow in the opposite direction at higher levels, resulting in an up/downslope circulation pattern 
(Orville 1964,1968; Raymond 1972; Smith and Lin 1982; Tripoli and Cotton 1989; Banta 1990; 
Wolyn and McKee 1994). 
Diurnal cycle of solar radiative heating produces time-varying horizontal temperature 
contrasts and associated thermodynamically driven flows throughout the day. Based on this fact, 
climatological sea breezes and up/downslope winds can be identified through the following 
calculations. The surface wind field is first averaged over the 31-year record at each hour of the 
day, separated by month, such as July, in order to obtain the monthly climatological diurnal 
surface wind. The sea breezes and up/downslope winds are then identified by subtracting the 
climatological mean at a given reference time when the local thermodynamic effects are minimal. 
In this study, 0600 AKST during July was chosen as the reference time, based on the fact that 
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diurnal variation in surface winds is the strongest in July for the study area and the areal 
averaged solar radiative forcing is the weakest at 0600 AKST. 
The diurnal variations of surface winds in July mainly occur over the mountainous and 
coastal areas (Figure 4.4), confirming that sea breezes and up/down-slope winds are the major 
contributors to the diurnal variation of surface winds in the area. In July, the area’s regional scale 
winds are dominated by an anti-cyclonic flow centered in the Beaufort Sea under the influence of 
the Beaufort High, and several cyclonic flows due to thermal lows over land and warm water 
(Figure 4.4a). Due to the fact that there is polar day in the study area during July and ice-covered 
ocean offshore, land surface is always warmer throughout the entire diurnal cycle. Thus even at 
06:00AKST, surface winds along some coastal areas are enhanced due to the coupling between 
regional scale winds and sea breezes. The constant land-sea temperature contrast suggests that 
sea breezes occur during the entire daily cycle along the shoreline, though the strength varies 
temporally (Figure 4.4b-h), with weak onshore flow in the early morning and stronger onshore 
flow in the afternoon. The maximum sea breeze occurs in the late afternoon at around 1500 
AKST, with maximum wind anomalies of 1 to 2 m s
-1
, though varies in different areas. Along the 
Chukchi Sea coastline, the sea breeze can reach 3 m s
-1
 in July, whereas the Beaufort coast 
experiences a relatively weak sea breeze of about 2 m s
-1
.  
Mountain up/down-slope winds occur over the mountainous areas. Along the Brooks 
Range, upslope winds are developed when the underlying surface is heated. The maximum 
upslope wind occurs in late afternoon around 1500 AKST, with maximum wind speeds of up to 
2–3 m s
-1 
in the eastern Brooks Range. Downslope winds happen around the hours 00:00 to 
06:00 AKST. Along the Chukotka Mountains, sea breezes are coupled with upslope winds due to 
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the immediate uplift of terrain close to coastline. Similar process occurs in the eastern tip of the 
Brooks Range, where terrain and coastline are located close to each other. 
 
Figure 4.4. Climatological CBHAR surface winds (m s
-1
) at 0600 AKST (a) and diurnal 
anomalies (m s
-1
) from 0600 AKST at a 3-hourly interval (b-h) for July of 1979-2009. 
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4.3.2 Seasonal variation. With the 31-year CBHAR reanalysis, seasonal variation of 
surface winds is also analyzed by averaging the surface winds from 1979-2009 for different 
seasons (Figure 4.5). Overall, surface winds display strong seasonality in the study area. Surface 
wind speed is stronger in cold seasons than in warm seasons, mostly contributed by the seasonal 
variations of the location and intense of the Beaufort High and Aleutian Low. 
Surface winds are strongest in winter with maximum wind speed about 4 m s
-1
 over the 
Chukchi Sea, the northwest Bering Sea, and south slope of the Chukotka Mountains (Figure 
4.5a). Along the Brooks Range, local topography plays determinate role on surface winds, 
resulting intense downslope gravity drainage of cold air with speed of greater than 4 m s
-1
. 
Surface wind maximum in the south slope of the Chukotka Mountains is probably attributed to 
both synoptic scale flow and downslope gravity drainage. In the area of the north slope of the 
Chukotka Mountains, the mountain barrier effect turns the northeasterly synoptic flow towards 
the mountain range to northwesterly winds that are parallel to the mountain range with enhanced 
surface wind speed about 4 m s
-1
. 
In spring and fall (Figure 4.5b,d), downslope winds still play role in affecting surface 
winds in the mountain areas, however, with reduced wind speed compared to winter. The 
downslope winds along the Brooks Range are characterized by wind speed of about 2 m s
-1
 in 
spring and 3 m s
-1
 in fall. The mountain barrier effect can be also identified in fall along the north 
slope of the Chukotka Mountains.  
In summer (Figure 4.5c), surface winds are much weaker compared with the other 
seasons. Sea breezes are active along the Beaufort Sea coastal area, resulting averaged 






Figure 4.5. Climatological surface wind (m s
-1
) in (a) winter (DJF), (b) spring (MAM), (c) 
summer (JJA), and (d) fall (SON) in CBHAR.  
4.4 Sea Breezes 
To examine the geographic dependence of the sea breeze winds, four particular shoreline-
parallel sections are chosen as shown in Figure 4.3 (sections A-D). Section A represents an 
offshore location about 50 km away from the shoreline, where weak diurnal wind variation could 
be expected and most likely the sole impact on diurnal wind variation is from the sea breeze. 
Section B is located directly on the shoreline, experiencing the most pronounced diurnal 
variation in horizontal temperature contrast and probably a vigorous sea breeze. The surface 
winds at the inland section C are expected to show relatively weak impacts from sea breeze, due 
to its location about 50km away from both the shoreline. The further inland section D, 
meanwhile, is located about 100 km from the shoreline. By comparing the perpendicular 
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component of the surface winds relative to the shoreline at sections A, B, C, and D, the impacts 
of the sea breezes can thus be isolated. 
As indicated by Figure 4.4, along the shoreline of sections A-D, offshore winds are 
present at the 0600 AKST, which are probably the combined results of anti-cyclonic flows in the 
north and cyclonic flows in the south. However the offshore winds can be weaken or turned to 
on-shore winds with enhanced solar heating during the day due to sea breeze (Figure 4.6). July 
averaged on/off-shore wind components along sections A-D display a clear diurnal variation. 
Along section A, representing the offshore location, surface winds are always toward the 
offshore direction, but weaker during the day and stronger during nighttime. Along section B, 
exactly at the shoreline location, the offshore wind reaches its maximum 0.5 m s
-1
 and starts to 
reduce the speed at around 0600 AKST. At around 1000 AKST, the surface wind turns its 
direction from offshore to onshore, representing the start of sea breeze. The sea breeze reaches 
its maximum at afternoon around 1500 AKST with a speed ~1.25 m s
-1
. The on/offshore wind 
along section B varies in a range of about 1.75 m s
-1
, which is about 0.5–0.75 m s
-1
 at the other 
locations. This implies that the diurnal variation is most vigorous at the shoreline. Along the 
inland sections C and D, the diurnal variations are very similar, the offshore winds are reduced to 
minimum and turn to onshore direction around 2200 AKST, which lags behind the maximum 
onshore wind at the shoreline by about 6 hours. The lag is very likely caused by the propagation 
of sea breeze from the shoreline to inland.  
The vertical structure of the sea breeze can be revealed by examining the vertical motion 
and on/offshore wind component along the selected cross-section profiles (P1-P3 in Figure 4.3). 
Given that thermodynamically forced sea breezes are most active in July, the climatological 
diurnal variations of wind in July are examined, as displayed along the vertical profiles P1-P3 in 
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Figure 4.3. The diurnal evolution of the sea breeze circulation at different geography locations is 
depicted in Figures 4.7-9 for profile P2 along the Chukchi Sea coast, P3 along the eastern 
Beaufort Sea coast, and P1 along the Chukotka Mountain. These three profiles were chosen to 
represent different scenarios where sea breeze solely plays roles or both sea breeze and upslope 
wind are coupled together. The sea breeze and upslope circulation is isolated by subtracting the 
wind field at 0600 profile local time from the wind field at each hour of the day.  
 
Figure 4.6. Climatological diurnal variation of the on/offshore surface wind components (m s
-1
) 
in July along sections A, B, C, and D as shown in Figure 4.3. Positive values represent offshore-
directed wind, and negative values onshore wind. Times are given in AKST. 
Diurnal evolution of sea breeze circulation (Figures 4.7) shows that as land surface 
warms up, upward motion is gradually developed from inland, and at noon, sea breeze 
circulation is initially formed, with onshore winds across an expanse of less than 100 km in 
terms of wind speed anomalies greater than 1 m s
-1
. Over the area where maximum upward 
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motion occurs, the upper-air motion is oriented toward the offshore direction at about 0.5-1 km 
above ground, and the downward motion develops offshore within 50 km of the shoreline. The 
sea breeze circulation is strengthened further in the following hours due to continuing warming 
over land. It should be noted that the offshore surface temperatures don’t change much 
throughout the entire diurnal cycle. So the thermal contrast between land and sea enhances with 
land warming up and weakens with land cooling down, but always land surface is warmer than 
the sea surface during the entire diurnal cycle. The strongest sea breeze circulation occurs in the 
afternoon at about 1500 local profile time, with maximum onshore wind anomalies  ~2 m s
-1
, 
located around the shoreline near the surface, and a maximum return flow of about 0.5 ~ 1 m s
-1
, 
located about 1 km above ground. After 1500 the sea breeze circulation gradually weakens in the 
next 12 hours. 
Comparison of the development of onshore winds along profiles P2 (Figure 4.7), P3 
(Figure 4.8) and P1 (Figure 4.9) can reveal how the topography plays roles in terms of affecting 
the intense and horizontal extent of onshore winds near surface, the intense and location of 
upward motion, and the location and intense of returning flow at upper level. In order to 
characterize the horizontal extension of sea breeze, the areas with wind speed anomalies greater 
than 1 m s
-1
 are identified as significant sea breezes.  Along profile P2 over the Chukchi Sea 
coast where the terrain is flat, significant onshore winds can penetrate inland by about 90-100 km 
from shoreline during afternoon hours 1500-1800 UTC, meanwhile the offshore extent of 
significant onshore winds is around 50 km from shoreline (Figure 4.7c-d). As a comparison, the 
maximum extent of onshore winds can reach about 70 km inland from shoreline along profiles 
P3 and P1, where mountain slopes are present (Figures 4.8-9). The Chukotka Mountains and the 
eastern Brooks Range reduce the horizontal penetration of onshore winds toward inland by about 
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20-30 km, due to mountain blocking. On the other hand, when the mountain slop is very steep 
(profile P3), the offshore extent of onshore winds is also reduced by about 20-30 km (Figure 4.8). 
The intense of upward motion and the location of strong onshore wind center also vary 
when different mountain slopes are present. During summer, mountain slope receives more heat 
than ambient air, which in turn produces surface temperature gradients and generates upslope 
winds. As a result, the slope located near the shoreline enhances the onshore winds by coupling 
sea breeze and upslope wind together. Enhanced onshore winds plus mountain dynamic uplifting 
further cause strong upward motion along the profiles P3 and P1 (Figures 4.8-9). When the slope 
is flat (profile P2), the location of the strongest onshore winds is centered at the shoreline (Figure 
4.7). When the slope increases, the center of strong onshore winds and the entire circulation 
move towards the slope (Figures 4.8-9). 
As the intense of upward motion and the location of entire breeze circulation vary with 
mountain slope, the intense and location of returning flow at the upper level vary in response. 
When the slope is flat as in profile P2, the returning flow is located at ~1 km above the ground 
near shoreline with maximum wind speed anomalies around 0.7 m s
-1
 (Figure 4.7). When the sea 
breeze circulation move towards inland as the slope increases, stronger returning flows occur, 
with maximum wind speed anomalies greater than 1 m s
-1
 along profiles P3 and P1 (Figure 4.8-
9). Following the maximum upward motion, the horizontal location of maximum returning flow 
moves to about 50 km inland along P3, and about 30 km along P1, instead of within 10 km from 




Figure 4.7. Wind anomalies from 0600 local time in July at 0900(a), 1200(b), 1500(c), 1800(d), 
2100(e), and 0000 (f) along the vertical cross-section profile P2. Wind vectors include both the 
horizontal wind component, oriented perpendicular to the shoreline, and the vertical component. 
Wind speed along profile (m s
-1
) is indicated by colors. Soild contours in white present wind 
speed anomaly of 1.0 m s
-1





Figure 4.8. Wind anomalies from 0600 local time in July at 0900(a), 1200(b), 1500(c), 1800(d), 
2100(e), and 0000(f) along the vertical cross-section profile P3. Wind vectors include both the 
horizontal wind component, oriented perpendicular to the shoreline, and the vertical component.  
Wind speed along profile (m s
-1
) is indicated by colors. Solid contours in white present wind 
speed anomaly of 1.0 m s
-1
. Dashed contours are fore temperature (°C). The shoreline is located 




Figure 4.9. Wind anomalies from 0600 local time in July at 0900(a), 1200(b), 1500(c), 1800(d), 
2100(d), and 0000(f) along the vertical cross-section profile P1. Wind vectors include both the 
horizontal wind component, oriented perpendicular to the shoreline, and the vertical component. 
Wind speed along profile (m s
-1
) is indicated by colors. Solid contours in white present wind 
speed anomaly of 1.0 m s
-1





Figure 4.10. Monthly offshore extension (km) of the sea breeze along profiles P1-P3. The 
extension is defined by climatology diurnal variation of the cross-shore wind component greater 
than 1 m s
-1
. 
The horizontal spatial extent of sea breeze circulation is impacted by the mountain slope 
and also varies with season. For the offshore extent, the distance out to which sea breezes may 
affect offshore is measured through the use of a criterion specifying that the climatological 
diurnal wind variation of the cross-shore wind component be greater than 1 m s
-1
; exceeding this 
threshold was defined to indicate the presence of a sea breeze. The results show that the largest 
distance that the sea breeze extends offshore appears over the Chukchi Sea west of Alaska and 
north of the Chukotka Mountains (P1 and P2 in Figure 4.10). In the eastern Beaufort Sea, the 
circulation is more active in vertical direction, which tends to reduce the stability of atmosphere 
at lower level and hence limits the horizontal extent. There is seasonal dependence of the sea 
breeze, which emerges in June with a spatial extent out to 30–40 km offshore. Along the three 
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profiles, sea breezes affect the most extensive areas in July. The affected distance decreases to 
about 30 km in August and further to about 10 km in September. 
4.5 Up/Downslope Winds 
While the dense cold-air flow over the Antarctic ice sheet has been extensively studied 
(e.g., Parish and Cassano 2003), there have been few such studies on the Arctic Slope. Following 
the method used in section 3.4, the vertical structure of the up/downslope winds is analyzed by 
examining the vertical motion and horizontal wind component along the selected cross-section 
profile. 
The mountains’ thermodynamic effects leave different footprints on the surface winds 
from month to month. Over the mountain profile (P4 in Figure 4.3) at the eastern Brooks Range, 
seasonal variation of the mountains’ thermodynamic effects is clearly shown by the strength of 
drainage flows (Figure 4.11). The gravity drainage of cold air starts at the mountain top in 
September, and gradually increases the intensity and extent downward to the slope in the 
following cold months as the surface temperature decreases. Strong cooling starts at the 
mountain top and gradually plunges down to the slope, resulting in the accumulation of dense 
cold air along the mountain surface. The strongest downslope wind occurs during the coldest 
months of the year, from November to February, with a downslope wind component greater than 
2 m s
-1
. During this cold season, there is no diurnal variation of surface wind due to the lack of 
solar irradiance. The downslope winds can be observed until in April with significantly reduced 
spatial extents. In May and August, the monthly averaged wind profiles display very weak wind 
near surface, due to the cancellation of upslope winds and downslope winds caused by diurnal 
variation of incoming solar radiation. In June and July, the monthly averaged wind profiles show 
weak upslope winds. 
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The spatial extents of downslope winds also vary with season. In the starting month of 
September, the downslope winds can be observed at the top of mountains (Figure 4.11i) within 
limited area of about 50 km. The drainage flow pushes downward along the slope and occupies 
the entire slope from November to February (Figure 4.11k,l,a,b). After February, the downslope 
winds shrink toward the top of mountains again (Figure 4.11c,d). Vertically, the gravity drainage 
of cold air is trapped in a thin layer less than 300 meters near surface, due to the fact that 
extremely cold surface increases the stability of atmosphere, usually accompanied with inversion 
in the Arctic area, inhibiting vertical convection.  
During the cold months, it’s also noticed that the downslope winds are missing over the 
Chukotka Mountains (not shown), and south slope of the eastern Brooks Range (Figure 4.11), 
which is due to the approaching background flow in the areas. When background flow 
approaches mountains, it is the mountain barrier effect that plays more important role by 
redirecting and enhancing the surface wind. This is will be discussed in section 3.6. 
In the summer months, the upslope winds are dominating. Along the mountain profile P4 
over the eastern Brooks Range, the wind profile shows a well-defined mountain slope circulation 
varying with the hours of day (Figure 4.12). The upslope winds start to build up around 0900 
local time. From noon to late afternoon, the upslope wind anomalies are greater than 1 m s
-1
 
along the entire slope. The returning flow is located at about 1000 meters above the ground over 
the mountain top with a maximum wind anomalies great than 1 m s
-1
 at 1500 profile local time. 




Figure 4.11. Monthly mean wind profiles along the profile P4 (as shown in Figure 4.3). Wind 
vectors compose of a horizontal component oriented parallel to the profile and the vertical 
component. Wind speeds along profile (m s
-1





Figure 4.12. Wind anomalies from 0600 local time in July at 0900(a), 1200(b), 1500(c), 1800(d), 
2100(e), and 0000(f) along the vertical cross-section profile P4. Wind vectors include both the 
horizontal wind component, oriented perpendicular to the shoreline, and the vertical component. 
Wind speed along profile (m s
-1
) is indicated by colors. Solid contours in white present wind 
speed anomaly of 1.0 m s
-1
. Dashed contours are for temperature (°C). 
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4.6 Mountain Barrier Effect 
Mountain barrier effect is another mesoscale process through which topography can 
affect the surface wind fields in the study area (Schwerdtfeger 1974; Kozo 1980). When air flow 
approaches a mountain, the air is forced to either ascend over the mountain or be blocked, 
depending on the properties of both the air layer and the topography as measured by a series of 
parameters, including the horizontal scale and slope of the mountain, the direction and speed of 
the large-scale flow, and the stability of the atmosphere, among others. When the Froude number 
is low (U/NH<1; where U is the speed of the general flow, N is the Brunt–Väisälä frequency, 
and H is the mountain height), the kinetic energy of the low-level flow is insufficient for the air 
to pass completely over the mountain. The flow is thus blocked and decelerates as it approaches 
the barrier. Decelerated flow results in a decreased Coriolis force, breaking the geostrophic 
balance of the large-scale wind. The flow is thus deflected to the left and a mass of air 
accumulates near the base of the mountain, which in so doing generates a mesoscale pressure 
ridge. Eventually, a new balance between the large-scale pressure gradient, mesoscale pressure 
gradient, Coriolis force, and friction is reached. Accordingly, a low-level wind maximum 
(mountain barrier jet) is formed parallel to the mountain barrier. In the study domain, the 
occurrence of low Froude number flow is common, due to the orientation of the mountain ranges 
and the stable low-level atmosphere. Mountain barrier effect is therefore expected to be one of 
the important mesocale processes affecting the surface wind field. 
Seasonal variation of surface winds over the 31-year period in CBHAR (Figure 4.5) can 
help to gain an overall understanding of the occurrence of mountain barrier effect across the 
entire study domain. A noticeable strong wind occurs over the Chukchi Sea during the cold 
months, which is attributed to the mountain barrier effect. Under the influence of intense 
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Beaufort High centered over the northern Chukchi Sea, strong northeasterly synoptic-scale winds 
blow toward the Chukotka Mountains, which are then deflected to flow parallel to the mountain 
range with enhanced speeds (barrier jet) due to the mountain barrier effect. The similar deflected 
surface winds also occur in the south slope of the eastern Brooks Range. Thus the vertical wind 
structures along profile P1 at the Chukotka Mountains (Figure 4.13) and profile P4 at the eastern 
Brooks Range (Figure 4.14) are analyzed for each month of year. Monthly averaged wind 
vectors along the profile and wind speed perpendicular to the profile demonstrate that a flow 
toward the mountains during the cold months from January through April and from September 
through December, favors the occurrence of barrier jet, strong winds to the left of the flow 
toward the mountain occur. During the warm season (June–August), there is no such strong wind 
along the mountain ranges (f-h in Figures 4.13-14). 
The mountain barrier jets along the Chukotka Mountains are strongest in December and 
January, when the Beaufort High is strong and located over the northern Chukchi Sea, causing 
strong northeasterly winds directly blow to the Chukotka Mountains. The jet’s maximum winds 
are about 6 m s
-1
 in the area 40 km inland from the shoreline, where the topography begins to rise 
dramatically. The maximum winds associated with the barrier jet also extend offshore to a fairly 
large distance. At the offshore location 50 km away from the shoreline, the wind components 
parallel to the mountain range are greater than 4 m s
-1
 in January and December (Figure 4.13a,l). 
From January to April, the jets become weaker, winds decreasing from around 6 m s
-1
 to 3.5 
m s
-1
, and reducing its extent to within 50 km of both sides of the shoreline. From September to 
December, the barrier jets recover its strength, following almost a reversal of the process that 
occurs from January to April. 
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Barrier jets over the south slope of eastern Brooks Range are relatively strong from 
November to March with wind speed around 5–6 m s
-1
, which is slightly weaker than the barrier 
jets along the Chukotka Mountains. Obviously that is due to relatively weaker winds blowing 
toward the south slope of Brooks Range comparing that blowing toward the Chukotka 
Mountains. 
 
Figure 4.13. Monthly mean wind vectors (m s
-1
) along profile P1 (as shown in Figure 4.3) and 
wind speed (m s
-1
) perpendicular to the profile (negative wind speeds in blue represent flow 




Figure 4.14. Monthly mean wind vectors (m s
-1
) along profile P4 (as shown in Figure 4.3) and 
wind speed (m s
-1
) perpendicular to the profile (negative wind speeds in blue represent flow 
toward the reader and positive in red away from the reader).  
Comparisons between observations and CBHAR in capturing the mountain barrier effect 
are also made to demonstrate how CBHAR captures the mountain barrier effect process in the 
study area. For example, the observed climatological distribution of wind speed and direction at 
station Mys Shmidta, located on the shoreline near the Chukotka Mountain, shows that the 
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surface is solely dominated by strong northwesterly winds (barrier jets) in January (Figure 4.15a), 
with a maximum wind speed of greater than 7 m s
-1
. CBHAR agrees very well with the 
observations (Figure 4.15b). In July, the dominant surface winds flow from the east-southeast, 
with far fewer occurrences of high wind-speed events (Figure 4.15c,d).  
 
Figure 4.15. Wind rose comparisons at station Mys Shmidta between observatons (left) and 
CBHAR (right) for January (top) and July (bottom). 
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Over the north slope of the Brooks Range, the large-scale flow has only a weak 
component oriented perpendicular to the mountain range; thus, the climatological vertical wind 
distribution does not show the similar barrier jets (not shown), indicating the absence of the 
mountain barrier process and suggesting few impacts of mountain barrier effect on the surface 
wind field in the area in terms of long-term climatology. Despite this, the mountain barrier 
process may still occasionally occur at particular times under favorable synoptic conditions and 
have an impact on the surface winds. 
4.7 Mesoscale Wind Field Variability 
The Chukchi-Beaufort Sea region is currently undergoing significant environmental 
changes, including the fastest rate of decline and maximum observed interannual variance of sea 
ice anywhere in the Arctic (Stroeve et al. 2007; Comiso et al. 2008), as well as increased 10-m 
wind speeds over recent decades as the sea ice retreats (Stegall and Zhang 2012). As discussed in 
previous sections, both prevailing synoptic weather patterns and prominent underlying 
geographic features play roles in determining the surface wind climate (Schwerdtfeger 1974; 
Kozo 1980; Moor and Pickart 2012; Zhang et al. 2013). The dominant synoptic-scale weather 
patterns in the area provide background wind flow patterns, which are further modulated by local 
geographic features to produce mesoscale wind fields. It’s thus possible that mesocale circulation 
such as sea breezes and mountain barrier effect are subject to variation and changes in response 
to adjustment of large-scale atmosphere circulation in our study domain. 
4.7.1 Storm activity and sea breezes. In the Beaufort-Chukchi Seas region, storms are 
active during entire year. Storm activity plays important role in determining surface winds, 
transferring moisture and energy, and altering radiative energy budgets. The development of sea 
breezes is thus expected to be affected by storm activity through altering background flow and 
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surface thermal contrast. Therefore, the relation between storm activity and sea breezes is 
explored in this section. Since sea breezes in the study area are most active in July, this 
discussion focuses on July only. 
The monthly storm activity is represented by an integrated parameter Cyclone Activity 
Index (CAI) defined by Zhang et al (2004). In order to represent the monthly mean strength of 
sea breeze circulation, a sea breeze index is designed for use in the storm-sea breeze relation 
study. Along the selected cross-section (P1 in Figure 4.3 is selected to avoid mountain impact), 
July averaged hourly wind profiles are calculated first, then the difference of cross-shore wind 
component at near surface between 1500 and 0600 profile local time is used to represent the 
strength of a well-developed sea breeze (Equation 1). The reason of choosing 1500 and 0600 
profile local time is because these times represent the maximum and minimum strength of the 
breeze, as we discussed in previous sections. In order to filter the potential noises caused by 
some finer scale processes, when calculating the difference, the averaged value of cross-shore 
wind components over a shallow near surface layer (below 40 meters) is used. 
                   ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅        ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ ,       (1) 
where  represents the cross-shore wind component; the subscript represents time in profile local 
time; overlines represents averaged wind in a given month July of a specific year. 
The results show that sea breeze along profile P2 is negatively correlated with storm 
activity in July (Figure 4.16).  The correlation coefficient between monthly sea breeze index in 
July and CAI is -0.38, passing 95% significance test. The relation implies that strong storm 
activity can inhibit the development of sea breezes in the study area. The temperature contrast 
between land and ocean plays deterministic role in generating the sea breeze circulation. The 
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temperature over land can be decreased by storm activity through reduced incoming solar 
radiation due to clouds accompanied with the storm. In addition, the strong winds associated 
with storms are able to reduce the stability of atmosphere at lower level and enhance horizontal 
advection, which can further weaken temperature contrast between land and ocean. A strong 
storm activity therefore results in weak sea breezes along the Beaufort coast.  
 
Figure 4.16. Normalized annual sea breeze index along profile P2 and storm CAI in July from 
1979 to 2009. 
4.7.2 Beaufort High and mountain barrier effect. In the Beaufort-Chukchi Seas 
region, the mountain barrier effect is most significant over the north slope of Chukotka 
Mountains in winter, where the large-scale northeasterly winds caused by the Beaufort High 
blow towards the mountain directly. The intense and location of the Beaufort High thus play 
roles in determining the intense of mountain barrier effect. 
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Composite analysis on sea level pressure (SLP) is conducted in order to study how the 
Beaufort High affects the mountain barrier jets along the north slope of Chukotka Mountains and 
in the Chukchi Sea for January when the barrier effect is relatively strong. The intense of 
mountain barrier effect is defined as the intensity of wind components along the mountain range 
over the north slope of Chukotka Mountains. In total, five years of strong mountain barrier effect 
are selected, including 1981, 1985, 1986, 1990, and 2001, as well as five years of weak mountain 
barrier effect, including 1979, 1988, 1996, 2004, and 2007. The composite SLP shows 
significant difference in years of strong/weak mountain barrier effects (Figure 4.17). In the years 
of weak mountain barrier effect, the Beaufort High is stronger in intense and moves towards 
south, resulting easterly winds toward the mountain slope. The change of wind direction 
contributes to less significance of mountain barrier effect. In the years of strong mountain barrier 
effect, the Beaufort High is located over the north Beaufort Sea. The northeasterly winds over 
the slope are enhanced by increased pressure gradient, which is mainly contributed by 
significantly reduced sea level pressure over the Chukchi Sea and the Beaufort Sea, as well as 
the interior of Alaska. The enhanced wind component toward mountain slope is also responsible 
for enhancement of mountain barrier effect.  
 
Figure 4.17. Composite analysis of sea level pressure associated with years of strong mountain 




The CBHAR is utilized to detail mesoscale climatology and changes of surface wind 
field in the Chukchi-Beaufort Seas. In the data domain, a series of cross-shoreline/mountain 
profiles are chosen and the wind fields averaged across these profiles are analyzed for 
quantitatively understanding mesoscale climatology of surface winds, including sea breezes, 
up/downslope winds, mountain barrier effect, as well as mesoscale wind field variability. 
The climatology of surface winds confirms that surface winds display strong seasonality 
in the study area, characterized by stronger surface wind speed in cold seasons than in warm 
seasons. It is mostly contributed by the seasonal variations of the location and intense of the 
Beaufort High and Aleutian Low. In summer, it is also noticed that the diurnal variations of 
surface winds mainly occur over the mountainous and coastal areas, revealing that sea breezes 
and up/downslope winds are the major contributors to the diurnal variation of surface winds in 
the area.  
In order to quantitatively understand the vertical structure and diurnal variation of sea 
breezes, the climatology vertical wind profiles are calculated along three interested cross-
sections that are located crossing the Chukotka Mountains, the western Beaufort Sea coast, and 
the eastern Beaufort Sea coast. The results show that onshore wind component of sea breezes 
displays a clear diurnal variation in June, July and August. The strongest onshore winds occur 
right at the shoreline and reach its maximum at afternoon around 1500 local time. The maximum 
onshore wind anomalies ~2 m s
-1
 are located at the shoreline, and the maximum returning flow 
anomalies 0.5~1 m s
-1
 are located about 1 km above ground. Terrains near the shoreline play 
important roles in affecting sea breeze circulation by enhancing the upward motion and moving 
the center of strong onshore winds and the entire circulation toward the slope. Over a relatively 
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flat surface without interacting with mountain slope, sea breeze circulation can extend ~100 km 
onshore and 50 km offshore. When interacting with mountain slope, the maximum extent of 
onshore winds can be reduced by 20‒30 km. When the mountain slope is very steep, the offshore 
extent of onshore winds can also be reduced by about 20‒30 km. There is also strong seasonal 
dependence of the sea breeze. In the study area, sea breezes emerge in June with a spatial extent 
out to 30‒40 km offshore, and affect the most extensive areas in July with extent out to 30‒50 
km offshore. The affected offshore distance decreases to about 30 km in August and further to 
about 10 km in September.  
Mountain can affect surface winds through both thermodynamic and mechanical 
mechanism. The impacts vary from month to month. During the cold months, drainage flow 
starts to build up at the mountain top in September, and gradually increases the intensity and 
extent downward to the slope as the surface temperatures continue to decrease. During the 
coldest months of the year in the area from November to February, the strongest drainage flow 
can occupy the entire slope; however, the flow can rarely go downward below about 300 meters 
due to the extremely strong inversion. During summer, diurnal variation of surface winds is 
dominated by the development of mountain-plains solenoidal circulation. The upslope winds 
near surface start to build up around 0900 local time, reaching the strongest strength around 1500 
local time, and continuing until 2100 local time. The returning flow of MPS circulation is located 
about 1 km above the top of mountain. The mountain barrier effect plays roles over the north 
slope of Chukotka Mountains and the south slope of eastern Brooks Range from October to 
March, turning and enhancing the approaching flow and resulting in low level wind maximum 
over the slope. 
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Sea breezes and mountain barrier effect are also subject to variation and changes in 
response to adjustment of large-scale atmosphere circulation in our study domain. Out analysis 
shows that sea breeze along the western Beaufort Sea coast is negatively correlated with storm 
activity in July, implying that strong storm activity can inhibit the development of sea breezes, 
possibly due to clouds and strong winds associated with storms resulting decreased temperature 
over land and reduced stability of atmosphere. In winter, the intense and location of the Beaufort 
High play roles in determining the intense of mountain barrier effect by altering the approaching 




CHAPTER 5  
Conclusion and Discussion 
Surface wind is a crucial parameter for assessing and predicting oil spill transport and 
dilution of air pollution. In the Chukchi-Beaufort Sea region along the northern Alaskan coast, 
the significant environmental changes in recent decades raise uncertainty on our understanding 
of temporal and spatial structure of surface wind. In this dissertation, a series of efforts are made 
step by step to improve representation of mesoscale wind climatology in the Chukchi-Beaufort 
Seas and Arctic Slope. High resolution regional reanalysis are first generated by optimizing 
WRF and WRFDA modeling system through a series of sensitivity experiments. The reanalysis 
data are then thoroughly analyzed in order to understand the characters of surface wind. 
The WRF model and its variational data assimilation system WRFDA were applied to the 
study area to generate the long-term Chukchi-Beaufort High-Resolution Atmospheric Reanalysis 
(CBHAR). Following Zhang et al.’s (2013) previous work on optimizing the configuration of 
physical parameterizations, an optimized WRFDA was configured through a set of assimilation 
sensitivity experiments. The sensitivity of WRFDA to model background errors and the 
assimilation of various observational datasets were analyzed. In total, three BEs are evaluated, 
including the built-in global BE, and two customized BE estimated based on one year simulation 
of 2009 and one month simulation in July 2009, separately. The results suggest that the usage of 
the built-in global BE should be avoided in this study, for the significantly degraded simulations 
in both winter and summer, very likely due to its presumably inaccurate representation of errors 
for the regional model. The customized model BEs serve to improve the 10-m wind and 2-m 
temperature in coastal areas. The assimilated observations may also play roles differently. 
Therefore, several sources of observation are evaluated separately to investigate the possible 
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impacts. It is found that assimilating in situ surface observations and radiosonde measurements 
produces significant improvements for surface variables and upper-air variables. The simulation 
of sea-surface winds can be significantly improved by assimilating QuikSCAT data, which 
provide distinctive data coverage over open water. The evaluation on MODIS retrievals reveals 
that the profiles have to be carefully selected to be assimilated. The use of the entire dataset may 
make most examined variables worse. The assimilation of COSMIC profiles doesn’t produce 
negative impact for both surface and upper-air variables. Synthesizing the results of optimizing 
the configuration of physical parameterizations (Zhang et al. 2013) and optimizing WRFDA, 
experiment reanalysis confirms that consistent improvements are achieved in the finalized model 
configuration that serves to generate CBHAR. 
The surface wind climate is determined by both prevailing synoptic weather patterns and 
prominent underlying geographic features. The 10-km resolution reanalysis data CBHAR, 
covering the period from 1979 to 2009, enable the further study on surface winds caused by 
mesoscale processes related to local geography. The climatology of sea breezes, up/downslope 
winds and mountain barrier effect are thus studied.  
In the study domain, sea breezes are most active in June, July and August and are less 
identifiable in the other months. The strongest onshore winds are developed at around 1500 local 
time with maximum onshore wind speed of ~2 m s
-1
 at the coastline. The returning flow is 
located at about 1km above ground. Terrains near the shoreline play important roles in affecting 
sea breeze circulation by enhancing the upward motion and moving the center of strong onshore 
winds and the entire circulation toward the slope. There is also strong seasonal dependence of the 
sea breeze. In the study area, sea breezes emerge in June with a spatial extent out to 30‒40 km 
offshore, and affect the most extensive areas in July with extent out to 30‒50 km offshore. The 
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affected offshore distance decreases to about 30 km in August and further to about 10 km in 
September.  
Up/downslope winds are caused by thermodynamic processes of terrains. The density 
currents caused by adiabatic cooling are identified from September to April. In January, the 
strongest drainage flow can reach speed of 2 m s
-1
. One significant feature of drainage flow in 
the study domain is that the downward motion is blocked by strong inversion in lower 
atmosphere; the downslope winds are thus restrained in the area above 300 meters. In summer, 
upslope winds are dominating surface winds over mountain slope. Mountain can also affect 
surface winds through mechanical mechanism. The mountain barrier effect plays roles over the 
north slope of Chukotka Mountains and the south slope of eastern Brooks Range from October to 
March, turning and enhancing the approaching flow and resulting in low level wind maximum 
over the slope.  
Sea breezes and mountain barrier effect are also affected by the adjustment of large-scale 
atmosphere circulation in our study domain. In July, strong storm activity can inhibit the 
development of sea breezes, possibly due to clouds and strong winds associated with storms 
resulting decreased temperature over land and reduced stability of atmosphere. In winter, the 
intense and location of the Beaufort High play roles in determining the intense of mountain 
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I. Idealized Simulation of Sea Breezes 
1. Improved Idealized Model 
The simulation of sea breezes is conducted with an improved idealized numerical model 
through a series of sensitivity experiments for better understanding the characters of sea breezes 
at high latitude. The idealized numerical model is based on Weather Research and Forecasting 
Model (WRF) version 3.2, which has a 2-dimensional idealized sea breeze package. The package 
enables us to conduct idealized case study using full-physics, including longwave and shortwave 
radiation, land surface model, and planetary boundary layer scheme that are supported by 
WRF3.2. However, some limitations of the package prohibit our further application for the study; 
for example, the surface skin temperature can increase over 5 degrees in simulation of 2 weeks, 
the surface pressure drops to 800 mb in several days of simulation. Thus, the source codes of 
WRF3.2 have to be modified to satisfy our requirement. 
The numerical model starts from initialization, which defines the domain, the physical 
configurations, and runtime parameters. Basically, all of the improvements are focused on this 
stage. The latitude, determining the solar radiation, is modified directly in the code, while the 
Coriolis parameters could be determined by the latitude or directly modified in order to test the 
effects of Coriolis force solely. The surface temperature, humidity, land-use type, soil parameters, 
and vegetation category are based on the observed values in our research area. 
The model uses periodic lateral boundary condition, which could introduce unrealistic 
results from the other side of domain (Figure A.1), due to the limited domain size. However, 
switching to open boundary condition causes other problem; the surface pressure drops sharply 
from about 1000mb to 800mb in a week. Thus, several damping terms are required to keep the 
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model variables stable for the open boundary condition we used, in order to conduct relatively 
long-term (~15 days) simulation which is expected to eliminate the influence of initialization and 
let the model develops its own circulations driven by thermal contrast. The damping terms will 
damp the surface pressure (Equation 1), surface temperature (Equation 4) to their initial values, 
in order to satisfy the constraint of the mass continuity and the conservation of energy. Also, the 
wind speed perturbation will be damped to 0 m s
-1
 near the lateral boundary (Equation 2,3) since 
we assume it’s far away from the coastal area and would be controlled by other weather system 
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topsurface PP          (5) 
In addition, special care should be taken on the land surface model, where soil moisture 
and soil temperature should keep stable. In the model, since no prescriptive lower boundary 
condition presents to provide soil moisture information, the soil tends to get drier and drier, 
causing the surface skin temperature increases by over 5 degrees in two weeks (Figure A.2). In 
order to eliminate this effect and keep the model stable, the soil moisture is set as constant value 
at any given soil layers according the climatology soil moisture along the Northern Coast of 
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Alaska. The results are improved significantly with more stable surface skin temperature (Figure 
A.2). 
 
Figure A.1. The vertical profile of offshore wind component across the domain when using 
periodic lateral boundary condition. The negative values represent air flow from right to left, and 
positive values from left to right. 
 
 
Figure A.2. The abnormally surface skin temperature against the values on the first day when 
using variable soil moisture (a) and fixed soil moisture (b). 
The Coriolis parameter, which should be controlled by the latitude, is fixed as zero in the 
WRF model. In our study, we are interested at how greater Coriolis force in the area can affect 
the inland penetration of sea breezes. Thus, the impact of latitude has to be included. In addition, 
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in the model, the solar radiation is also controlled by latitude, which allows us to investigate the 
impact of polar day on the sea breeze circulation. 
2. Impacts of the Coriolis force 
The aforementioned improvements of the WRF3.2 idealized modeling system enable us 
to conduct a series of experiments, in order to quantitatively understand the impact of Coriolis 
force. The model’s domain was configured to cover horizontal range of 1200 km by 600 grids 
with grid spacing of 2 km. The coastline was located at the center of domain. The domain has 46 
vertical levels with the top at 25 mb. The model physics included CAM longwave and shortwave 
radiation, MM5 similarity surface layer, Noah land surface model and Yonsei University 
boundary layer. 
The Coriolis force mainly affects the latter stages of sea breezes lifecycle (Tijm et al. 
1999; Antonelli and Rotunno 2007), introducing the sea breezes rotate into a plane parallel to the 
coast. With the diurnal heating 30 latitude poleward, the Coriolis force can reduce the inland 
penetration of sea breezes. At high latitude, Coriolis force might be responsible for the 
occurrence of land breezes, rather than the reversing pressure gradient. In our domain, the data 
analysis shows that the land breezes can be rarely developed during night. The reason needs to 
be further investigated. 
Four experiments were designed to study how the Coriolis force affects sea breezes. In 
the experiments, the Coriolis parameters are given by F = 2**sin(), where  is the angular 
velocity of earth rotation, and  is the latitude. The values of Coriolis force are set to be 
equivalent as at 0, 30N, 45N, and 70N, separately. The other configurations are kept same. 
The surface skin temperature was set to be 285 K over land, and 275 K over ocean, based on the 
observations along the Beaufort Sea coast in July. The background winds were initialized as zero 
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from surface to top of the domain. The vertical temperature profile was provided as initial 
temperature distribution based on climatology at Barrow in July, as shown in Figure A.3. At the 
lower layer of atmosphere, an inversion was introduced below about 200 meters where 
temperature is warmer than surface by about 7.5 K. The incoming solar radiation was set to be 
equivalent to be at 70°N in July. 
 
Figure A.3. The initial temperature profile. 
The comparisons between the idealized simulations (Figure A.4) show a significant 
decrease in the extent of the sea breeze inland penetration as the Coriolis force increases. When 
the Coriolis is zero, the sea breeze tends to push toward inland by about 20 km per hour. The 
process lasts to the early morning on the next day, resulting more than 250 km horizontal 
penetration of sea breeze. At the coastline, sea breezes are most active from noon to late 
afternoon. The horizontal extent of sea breezes significantly reduces when the Coriolis force 
increases. In the other three experiments when the Coriolis force increases to be equivalent with 
latitude 30°N, 45°N and 70°N, the final distances of penetration are about 140 km, 110 km, and 
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80 km, separately. According to the diurnal variation of surface winds (Figure A.4), the onshore 
winds are turned to right as the air flows toward inland. In the evening, the air flow is turned 
completely to be parallel with the coastline, which terminates the process of inland penetration. 
As the Coriolis force increases, the air flow is turned more effectively, resulting less extents of 
sea breezes.  
 
Figure A.4. The diurnal variation of surface wind vectors when the Coriolis force was set to be 
equivalent with latitude 0° (a), 30°N (b), 45°N (c), 70°N (d). The coastline is located at distance 
0, while negative distance represents land and positive distance represents ocean.  
Along the coastline, the Coriolis force tends to introduce a constant alongshore wind 
component. This is very likely due to the continuous incoming solar radiation, resulting warmer 
land surface in a daily cycle and therefore continuous sea breezes. The onshore winds are turned 
to right by the Coriolis force and to be parallel to the shoreline. At high latitude of 70°N, the 
alongshore wind are even stronger than onshore wind. 
